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Project - oriented
S -?

businesses share one
common denominator:
customer relationships
are dictated by the
delivery of goods or
services on a project
or contract basis.
That creates a
different environment
for business processes.

Businesses like yours often struggle to fit their processes to
softwaresystemsdesignedforgeneralbusiness—notproject
business. Those systems don't provide the sophisticated
project tracking, costing, revenue recognition, billing, project
reporting and management that's so critical to a project orientedbusiness.
Deltek software is designed to meet the needs of your
business.Notbusinessingeneral.That'sbecausewefocus
exclusively on designingenterprise softwarefor the project oriented business. Our products are developed and supported

bypeoplewhothoroughlyunderstandthewayyoufunction.
We've been implementing successful, cost - effective
solutionstocompanieslikeyoursfor thelast 14years.Letus
showyouhowwellweknowyourbusiness.

DELTEK
Software for the Business of Projects
Headquarters800/456-2009
WesternRegion800/868-2444
UnitedKingdom44(0)7000-335835
www,deltek.com/deltek9.htm
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software
for enterprising businesses

Navision Software US, Inc.
1- 800 - 552 -8478
www.navision- us.com
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Strength througi Control

Imagine total control of your financial processes, worldwide and in real time
QSP enables financial process optimization (FPO) of your organization through
QSP Financials, QSP Business Intelligence, QSP e- Business Solutions
and QSP Professional Services.
Find out how you can improve productivity, efficiency, cost savings and control.
Call 800- 326 -3435 or 919- 872 -4100 and visit www.qspinc.com /fpo
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Cooking the Books

Part 2

LAST MONTH, I FOCUSED ON THE PROBLEM OF FRAUDULENT ACCOUNTING

from the perspective of the management decision to get started "down the slippery
slope." This month, I'd like to focus on the problem from a different perspective: that
of the accounting/finance professional who may find him /herself faced with a directive
to actually book the transactions and get the ball rolling. Generally, without the acquiescence of at least someone on the finance function staff, these frauds won't occur.
So what do you do if your boss or somebody even further up the chain tells you to
book something that makes you feel uncomfortable? It can be a tough situation. Maybe
it's not a strictly black -and -white issue. Maybe you aren't sure that it's improper and
would have to do some digging to find out. Maybe the pressure on the team to make the
numbers is high, and you don't want to be the bad guy or be accused of "having your
green eyeshades on too tight.' There's a strong temptation to either not do the digging or
talk yourself into the notion that it really isn't all that bad after all. Don't do i t .
You, personally, are a critical element of your company's internal control systems.
Many internal control mechanisms are such that they fail in the face of collusion. If
you go along, you are colluding. Your company, its employees, its stockholders, and
your colleagues depend on you to be the front line of defense, whether they know it or
not. So how do you handle the situation if it arises? I offer several suggestions.

Strategic Finance is indexed In the Accounting
and Tax Index and is available via microform
and /or electronic databases from Bell &Howell
Information and Learning (formerly t1Ml), P.O.
Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.1346. For fur ther Information on format availability, contact
LIMl or check UMI's website (UmLcom).
Permission Is granted to reproduce any of the
contents of this issue for use in courses of
instruction, so lon g as the sou rce and IMA's
copyright are Indicated In any such neproductions. Written application must be made to the
Editor for permission to reproduce any of the
contents of this issue for use in other than
courses of Instruction —e.g., textbooks and
books of readings or cases. Except

otherwise

noted, the copyright has been transferred to the
IMA for all items appearing in this magazine. For
those items for which the copyright has not
been transferred, permission to reproduce must
be obtained directly from the author or from the
person or organization given at the end of the
article.
Quantity reprints of any article In Strategic
Finance or back issues (subject to availability)
may be obtained from Circulation Department,
IMA, 10 Paragon Drive. Montvale, NJ 076451160.
views expressed herein are authors' and do
not represent IMA policy unless so stated.
Publication of paid advertising and new product
and service information does not constitute an
endorsement by the IMA of the advertiser or the
product or service.
Registered with the National Association of
State Boards of Accountancy as a sponsor of
continuing professional education on the
National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards
of accountancy have final authority on the
acceptance of individual courses. Complaints
regarding registered sponsors may he addressed
to NASBA, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700,
Nashville, TN 37219.2417,
IMA is rolina
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the North Carolina
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Maryland 265: New Jersey 313: New York B9 6
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First, express your concern and, if necessary, confirm it with a third party whose judgment you respect. Make sure that whoever is asking you to do something improper
understands the seriousness of the issue. You'd be surprised how many people, particularly nonfinancial types, think that a little "innocent fudging„ 1s just that. With whatever
horror story scenarios you can develop, you must disabuse the requester of that notion.
If there is disagreement as to the propriety of the requested accounting, offer to bring
someone in from the internal audit staff or the outside auditors. The goal here is to get
the requester to realize what he /she is asking for is wrong. Don't let them kid themselves.
If they nevertheless insist on going forward ( "or I'll find someone who will"), you need
to find some help. In order, I would suggest the following: your immediate functional
boss (i.e., a finance type up the line, even if your direct boss is a nonfinancial type);
someone from the internal audit staff, the head of internal audit; the CFO; your outside
auditors. Ideally, your company will have identified an ombudsman or some other such
position where employees can go to confidentially share concerns ranging from ethics
issues to sexual harassment. You can also call the IMA Ethics Hotline (800 -6- ETHICS).
One thing you can't do is ignore it and hope it all works out. You wouldn't be doing
yourself or anybody else any favors. One of the most valuable contributions you can
make is to cause it to be difficult for people to do things that have the potential for getting
them into big trouble. They may not thank you for it, but they should. It's better to do the
right thing thanklessly than to do the wrong thing and end up as a co- defendant.
Rick Swanson can be contacted by e-mail at rswanson@imanet.org.

23; North Carolina 82 -0158: Pennsylvania PX437 -L: Texas 28; Washington 00319: West
Virginia 93-090 and NASBA 103004. Qualified
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sponsor of CPE for individuals enrolled to practice before the IRS (enrolled agents).

No matter how fast or how exten-

products include Financials, Distribution,

sively your organization expands or

Project Management, Payroll,

evolves, we'll help you keep up, with

Manufacturing, and E- Business, in

business and accounting applications

addition to complementary applications

that are customizable and easy to tailor,

provided by independent developers.
So, if you're doing business half

for a fast time -to- solution.

NO PROBLEM.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE.

a world away, we'll help you work

Thanks to an industry- standard,

seamlessly— wherever you're based.

Microsoft® -based architecture, plus
expert services delivered through
certified value -added resellers and
consultants, Solomon business software
can be quickly customized for your
environment, seamlessly integrated into

SOLOMON

your existing system, and easily adapted

S O F T W A R E
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S E M I N A R S
presented b y Oracle Corpor ation
co- sponsored by the IMA and

Strategic Finance magazine
Interact real -time, from your office and earn valuable CPE credits.
Attend these free, web -based seminars and learn how to transform your business
into an e- business. Discover how e- business solutions enable
you to increase your organization's competitiveness by expanding markets,
improving efficiencies and retaining customers.
Dial in by phone for the audio and sign on with your web browser
for the visual part of these presentations.
AM-

E- business Innovation Through
Strategic Enterprise Management
Description: Management processes are often not aligned within individual business units, much less globally. Managing for value with
Oracle Strategic Enterprise Management lets you prioritize decisions in the context of your overall organizational goals. Learn about
the e- business solutions that Oracle offers for Activity Based Costing, Value Based Management and Balanced Scorecard.
Date: Tuesday, November 30
Time: 11:00am to 12 (PST)
Register: Go to: http: / /www.oracle.com /applications

Click on: Al Internet Seminars, @ Strategic Enterprise Management,
� )�Register,�0�Time�of�your�choice

In t e r n e t P r o c u r e m e n t
Description: To successfully transition to an e- business, it is essential for companies to focus on reducing costs and streamlining their
internal processes. Oracle's Internet Procurement solution enables
companies to save up to 20% of all procurement costs, dramatically
improving a firm's cost structure and profitability. With Oracle Internet Procurement, companies can efficiently and cost effectively
source their products, collaborate with trading partners and buy
goods and services at the lowest total cost.
Date: Thursday, December 2
Time: 9:00am to 10:00am (PST)
Register: Go to: http: / /www.oracle.com /applications
Click on: o Internet Seminars, © Internet Procurement,
0 Register, 0 Time of your choice

St r a t e g ic F i n a nc e In T he In t e rn e t A g e
Description: In the Internet economy, new ways of doing business
present vast opportunities, but also spark new levels of competition.
With e- business, the impact of the internet moves beyond buying
and selling to touch all areas of operations, including finance. As an
entire company transforms itself into an e- business, the finance organization plays a critical role by capitalizing on global opportunities, driving enterprise profitability and building a smarter business.
Date: Monday, December 13
Time: 11:00am to 12:00 noon (PST)
Register: Go to: http: / /www.oracle.com /applications
Click on: o Internet Seminars, F4 Financials,
0 Register, o Time of your choice

Increase Your Competitiveness
11Nith E- business
Description:�A�new�model�for�business�is�taking�shape�—e�-business�—and�it's�built�on�the�largest�communications�network�on�the
planet, the Internet. To survive and thrive, every business must become an e- business. Attend this seminar for an overview of Oracle's
ERP e- business solutions.
Date: Thursday, December 16
Time: 9:00 am to 10:00 am (PST)
Registration: Go to: http: / /www.oracle.com /applications
Click on: kA Internet Seminars, © e- business,
C? Register, © Time of your choice
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to such a dynamic profession where

Opportunities abound for giving

jo b e n r i c h m e n t a n d g r o wt h o p p o r t u -

b a c k t o t h e p r o fe s si o n , t h e c o m m u n i -

ty, and those in need.
As you probably know, IMA actively
dedicated to providing personal and
participates in and underwrites a
professional development opportuninumber of programs that are designed
ties through education, association
to strengthen the profession. These
with business professionals, and certiprograms include annual scholarships
fication in management acfor students that amount to
counting and financial
approximately $100,000 and
management skills.
sponsorship of the PhD
While individual cirProject, which is an alliance
cumstances may differ
of corporations and higher
somewhat, I believe the
education institutions that
vast majority of individuseek to improve workplace
als in our profession are
diversity by diversifying
more satisfied with the
business school faculties. In
work they are performing,
addition,
many local chapC.S. "BUD" KULESZA
the recognition of their
ters and councils support a
work contribution, and the opportuwide variety of community activities.
nities for advancement than ever bePlease consider how you might give
fore. As the millennium approaches,
back. From soup kitchens to elderly
we are fortunate to live in an exciting
care facilities, from homeless shelters
time and be part of a profession that
to youth centers, the need exists.
continually remakes itself and in doReaching out to remove the barriers
ing so renews each of us. For all this
to a better life for all people is putting
we should be truly thankful!
into practice the team principle that
As fortunate as we are, it is only
"Together we can make a difference."
appropriate then that we should be
Bud Kulesza can be contacted by
mindful of those not as fortunate.
e -mail at bkulesza @imanet.org.
nities abound. How fortunate we are

to belong to the IMA, an organization
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1998 -99 Annual Report Summary

IMA Financials

Change and Renewal
AS RICK SWANSON, OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

$

$

reported to the Board in Seattle, "The State of the IMA is
good." There is a renewed enthusiasm within our organization from the grassroots chapter members to the
OCEO and the staff at our Montvale, N.J., offices. And,
this new optimism is well founded because of strides
IMA continues to make in offering our membership the
very best in career - oriented knowledge products and
informational exchanges.
Continuing to adapt to our rapidly changing environment, we have made significant changes during the past
year. Our flagship magazine was relaunched as Strategic
Finance with a focus on "Leadership Strategies in
Accounting, Finance,
IMA FINANCIAL SUMMARY
and Information
($ in thousands)
Management.' With a
Total Revenue and Support
$16,463
new look and editoriTotalExpenses
16,120
Changes in Net Assets
(1,657)
al content, we are emTotal Assets
$27,611
bracing the expandUabilitles
6,738
Deferred Revenues
4,555
ing role of today's fiNet Assets
16,318
nancial professionals.
Total Uabilles, Deferred
Revenues, and Net Assets $27,611
We continue our
emphasis on the in
dustry's future leaders through our commitment to students and academia by strengthening our relationships
with the American Accounting Association and the accounting honor society, Beta Alpha Psi. Our student web site, www.imastudents.org, has been redesigned to be truly world class in appeal and interactivity. We thank our
Professor -in- Residence, Keith Russell, CMA, for his innovations, insight, and devotion to expanding IMAs role
and presence on campus the past two years. The gavel
will now be passed to James Brackner, CFM, CMA, CPA,
and we wish him continued success.
Through the continuous efforts of the Information
Technology Committee and, particularly, Thom Perry,
10
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we have a software management program custom designed for IMA chapters and councils. Chapter
Management Pro (CMPro) allows chapters to manage
their membership needs more effectively as well as enhance communications with the business community.
We have established numerous e-mail exchange groups
with specific areas of interest. From industry to skill set
and managerial responsibilities, our members are communicating across geographic boundaries at an ever -increasing rate. Our website, www.imanet.org, continues to
be improved and now offers information on conferences
and seminars, certification, and our highly successful online educational products. Moreover, it offers members
the opportunity to join the Institute or renew their membership right online and to contribute to the "Two Cents
Worth" forum and various member surveys.
Topping off the year was our Annual Conference in
Seattle, one of the most successful ever! From the opening reception at Seattle's Museum of Flight to the excellent speakers and forums to the award - winning annual
banquet, we had a wonderful time while receiving exceptional professional education.
We continue to strive to provide our membership with
the finest education and certification programs in the industry. And, with the IMA at least, the future looks very
bright for the accounting, financial, and information
management professionals of the 21st Century. ■

I
Pam Prinz Stewart

President, 1998 -99

The complete Annual Report, Year -Ended June 30, 1999, is available free to all members by calling the Public Relations Department at (800) 638 -4427, ext. 182; e-mail, mgartsho @imanet.org.
It also is on our website: www.imanet.org.
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"Intelligent" Scorecarding
wit h Overrid e Wizard

The Pareto Profit Cliff

3keyquestionsyou needtoaskwhen considering Scorecarding:
- Should financialinformation feed into yourScorecard?
- IsyourGeneralLedgerthe best sourceonwhichto makecriticalmanagement decisions?
-Would your Scorecard be more meaningful if it was integrated with powerful
activity-based costing information?

ABC Technologies
www.abaech.com
For complete information on the world's first integrated ABC /M and scorecarding solution:
Call 1. 800. 939.8577 - Email info @abctech.com - Visit www.abctech.com
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Project Teams: An Opportunity for Professional Growth
If you haven't yet been asked to participate on an interdepartmental project team,
chances are you will be soon. In a recent independent survey developed by
Accountemps, nearly eight out of 10 executives polled nationwide said that the
level of interaction between accounting and other areas of their organizations has
increased over the past five years. The trend isn't surprising. Competitive and cost
pressures are making these cross - functional teams imperative for streamlining
systems and developing cohesive strategic initiatives. At
the same time, companies that previously considered the
accounting department as a specialized group now view
their financial staff as critical to the development of many
efforts, from revenue enhancement to business process

role.

your

Defining

reengmeenng.

ty for you to hone your own project management skills.
Participating on teams exposes you to the various management styles of project leaders. Some styles clearly will
be more effective than others. Incorporating the best management skills into your own professional repertoire will
enhance your career in the long run. In fact, such abilities
are so highly valued today that many in the corporate
world are pursuing certification as project management
professionals to expand their options.
If a project is driven by accounting,
such as streamlining expense report processing, your role
may be immediately apparent. But if another department's
needs are driving the project, it's important to clarify the
goals specific to accounting as soon as you learn of your
participation. Financial professionals bring critical expertise to a team. Your analytical abilities as well as your skill
set — including budgeting, forecasting, and cost accounting —are highly valued in an interdepartmental project.
Understanding the scope of your involvement will help
you organize your time to meet crucial deadlines. You
can't necessarily count on the project leader to provide
you with information and direction, particularly at the
outset. He or she is no doubt focused on the big picture
and will expect members of the team to bring specific
needs or concerns to the table as they arise.
To get yourself started, a memo or e-mail outlining
your ideas or questions should suffice to get the project

The Benefits of Teamwork
Participating on a project team carries benefits beyond
streamlining an initiative or task. It's an opportunity to
increase your visibility and knowledge of your company's business. This is your chance to broaden your understanding of the issues that challenge your peers in
such areas as systems technology, operations, and customer service. By gaining this perspective you'll enhance your value to your firm, particularly as more
businesses adopt a "collaborative management" approach that encourages the sharing of ideas and strategies throughout an organization. It's also an opportuni12
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leader's attention and allow you to
ascertain the time and resources required to participate effectively. Try
to get as much clarity as possible on
the overall goal of the project to ensure that you understand how the financial piece fits into the whole. Also,
try to determine if and when regular
meetings will be scheduled, the project timeline, and any critical accounting or financial issues that will
be addressed. Some project tasks may
be fairly straightforward. Others may
require the efforts of your junior staff
members. The sooner you know this,
the smoother the project will go.
Contacting the project leader in the
beginning sends the message that
you are eager to help, setting the tone
for future interactions. And the early
clarification on the project's agenda
helps avoid conflicts or confusion

once the team is under way. Your
thoughts and concerns may also help
the project leader think through hidden issues that need to be raised with
senior management before the assignment begins in earnest.
The interpersonal element. Successful projects depend on cooperation and communication. Conversely, those initiatives that falter —
with missed deadlines, cost overruns
and office politics— usually unravel
because participants forget they are
part of a team that depends on an
open exchange of ideas and information. Diplomacy and patience may
be the most important qualities to
cultivate as a team participant. In
meetings, be sure to offer as well as
solicit opinions. Keep in mind that
you are all combining your talents
for the benefit of the whole compa-

FinancialForecasts.
The Flexibility You NeedAndThePresentationQuality
YouCan'tDoWithout!
Pro- formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully - integrated, easy -touse model, designed to help you
prepare complete financial forecasts and budgets within a very
short timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are
included and all commands have
been automated. Free telephone
support - forever.

p f l D forecasting model
The financial
pro-formas
for professionals
"Powerful, flexible, easy to use...
-Accounting Technology

"A real winner"
- The Bottom Line

$399-X599

Income Slat
Cost of Sales

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

New Version Now Available

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Pendock Mallom ltd.

245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
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Changes in
Financial Position

Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

"'
Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Disci:
Cash

ny. Showing your appreciation for a
colleague's work or contributions in
these group forums will go a long
way toward fostering this sense of
teamwork. Frequently you will need
to solicit information from team
members who work in other departments with different priorities. Be
clear about what you need and when
you need it, but always with the understanding that your request may
not be high on your colleague's
agenda. Remember that this is a
chance for you to build alliances. If
you are quick to respond to other
participants when they need your
help, no doubt they will return the
courtesy. If presentations or reports
are required to communicate your
ideas, keep charts and language free
of jargon so that team members
from other disciplines will understand the key issues. After you complete any presentations, open the
floor to questions so that you can
uncover any concerns you've overlooked or any misinterpretations
that need to be corrected.
Long -term advantages. There's no
doubt that, as any project proceeds,
there will be frustrations. But in the
end, a successful project will reflect
well on you and your department. At
the same time, you'll be applying accounting and financial skills to other
disciplines, increasing your understanding of the company's business
goals and philosophies. Deepening
your understanding of the corporate
culture and building professional relationships in other departments can
only benefit you in the future, perhaps even leading you down a new
and unexpected career path. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEOof
Robert Half International Inc., parent
company of Robert Half,Accountemps,
and RHI Management Resources.
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

Insight@Work
MA NA GE M EN T A CC OU N TA NT S ARE PRIVILEGED

because their job lets them look deeply into the heart of
what makes their company tick. Every day they view the
transaction flows, tally data about what is happening
across the business, and prepare reports that paint the
performance picture. No other job puts its incumbents in
a seat with a 50- yard -line view of the action.
You've probably had the experience of glancing at
a table of numbers and suddenly "seeing" what's
right or what's wrong. And haven't you caught yourself looking askance at a senior manager spouting
something that's clearly refuted by what the numbers have been telling you? Or perhaps you've found
yourself wondering how long it will take before
someone's actions are exposed by transaction details
that belie their words?
But the very fact that you know what's going on
or can see what's truly happening brings you face to
face with a question that cuts to the core: "Now that
I have this knowledge, what do I do with it ?" The
answer is clear -cut if you're holding onto a legal or
regulatory "bombshell:' Your response should be pretty
black and white. But what about the more interesting
case, the ambiguous one where what's clear to you is invisible to everyone else? What do you do then?
The flip answer is, of course, "Make it visible!" You can
push it into everyone's face, as James Carville did during
Chnton's first presidential campaign, when he said, "It's the
economy, stupid!" In a corporation, this kind of action can be
a career- limiting move, to say the least. Criticizing the incumbents never works too well unless you're firing your shots
from outside the institution. Haven't we all seen or heard of
promising careers derailed by an inopportune remark?
In a situation like this, it makes sense to put on your
leader's hat. This means "seeing the obvious and then do-

ing it:' This ability to see what has to be done and getting
it done with ease and grace is the common denominator
of effective leaders. And management accountants and financial managers, by the nature of their work, are perfectly positioned to see the story hidden behind the numbers.
This ability of financial managers to see beyond the
numbers is what frustrates many line managers. They
know that their accounting
staff has the best view of the
organization's actual performance, but too often the accountants are looking through
the rear window and not the
driver's. They also know that
leading is more than having
insights; the leader must also
act appropriately on those insights. The failure, so often, of
I"
accountants to take the right
initiative causes many business
and functional leaders to lose
confidence in their accounting staffs.
So how does leading by "seeing and doing the obvious"
actually work?
First, you need to see the obvious —this can sneak up
on you, for it often drifts into your awareness quietly as
an intuition or even as a feeling that "something is missing." Occasionally insights smack you in the face, but
more often you have to be quietly listening for them.
When you become aware that something is puzzling or
confusing, that's the time to slow down and pay attention.
Important stuff is about to happen. Once you've recognized
the significance of the insight, the trick isn't to run with the
first thought but to step back and reflect some more.
Slowing down and exploring this new insight can run
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counter to your every impulse, for insights are very compelling, and most
people, by habit, tend to do something immediately. Action, not further
reflection, is the typical response,
when a leader s course should be to
stop and think Despite conventional
wisdom, leading isn t always synonymous with doing.
Before they act, good leaders have
the knack of asking themselves the
most obvious questions about the
insight or intuition a I ong the lines
of, Now that I notice this, what do I
make of it? This allows them to reflect and thereby gain additional
perspective or even inspire a fresh
insight that is even more profound
than the first.
A good example of handling an
important insight effectively happened at one of the world s largest
computer manufacturers. Its shared
service organization had about 10 accounts payable teams. As one of the
team leaders was walking home from
work one day, it suddenly struck her
that there seemed to be an increase in
the number of new leasing vendors
and in the dollars she was processing
for existing leasing suppliers. As she
pondered her intuition, she wondered
if her teammates had noticed anything unusual and made a mental
note to bring the matter up at the
weekly team meeting.
When no one at the meeting recalled seeing anything out of the ordinary, rather than just dropping the
matter, she asked the team whether
they would be willing to keep track
of these invoices for the next week to
see what the data was telling them.
Naturally, once people started to look
in the direction the leader was pointing, they saw a pattern of unusual activity with payments running three
times higher than previously.
Most people would rush to do
18
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something. put a leader will step
back and explore what s going on
beneath the obvious facts, at a deeper level. Columbo, the detective
played by Peter Falk in the TV series,
is a perfect example of this kind of
exploring behavior. He would gently
ask questions, probe with further
questions, and generally play
dumb by asking the story s characters to help him out.
He did this effectively because he
was truly curious, which kept him
interested in what he was learning.
He also maintained an open mind,
which prevented him from jumping
to conclusions prematurely, and assumed innocence, which established
rapport instead of the defensiveness
that comes with accusation.
Exploration with others is a natural
ability that all of us possess. By helping
us get to the heart of the matter, it enables us to lead effortlessly. The accounts payable team leader saw that she
needed to learn more, so she asked other teams to check their data and spoke
with the director of accounts payable
and the head of shared services. She
found out that there was a corporate
directive to reduce capital expenditures
and learned that the controller wanted
to tap shared service transaction data to
make better decisions and monitor

Separate yourse lf
from the crowd...
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Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals fight in your own home!

Umbers
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For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa. com
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what was happening in real time. The
picture suddenly came into focus:
Throughout the company, people were
rushing to commit capital by leasing
equipment, complying with the letter,
but not the spirit, of the directive!
Even now she resisted taking action. First she asked the question,
What s the best course given what I
know? Three or four options occurred to her, and she chose the one
that seemed clearly the most appropriate: to meet with her director and
the head of shared services and present her findings and conclusions.
At the meeting, she quickly demonstrated the significance of what she
had uncovered. The corporate controller was immediately brought into
the conversation by phone. Over the
next 20 minutes, the four determined
upon a series of effective actions: to
hold a conference call with divisional
CFOs, alerting them to the pattern; to
send out a reminder e-mail to the general managers about the directive on
reducing capital expenditures; and to
put in place a temporary monitoring
step that the accounts payable teams
would track and report. These actions
were simple, direct, and effective.
A serious situation was addressed

and dealt wi t h a ll because a team
leader had an insight, took the time
to reflect on it, explored the situation from a stance of curiosity and
interest, and then gave careful
thought to the best path forward.
Leadership is a capability that we all
possess, for the ability to tap into ones
wisdom and common sense is inborn.
The only thing we need to do is give
this ability the respect and attention it
deserves. Leading is merely a form of
taking action stimulated by our insights, directed by the process of reflection, and guided by the learning
that comes from exploration.
c o n t i n u e d on page 91

Practice Analysis

By Gary Siegel, Editor

Counting More, Counting Less:
The New Role of Management Accountants
The management accounting profession has made a quantum leap. Over the past
10 years, management accountants have been transformed from "bean counters" and
"corporate cops" on the periphery of business decision making to "business partners" and valued team members at the very center of strategic activity. Escalating
change in the profession in the past five years continues to enhance the role of management accountants in a growing number of American
companies and to increase the value of their contribution
to business.
Counting More, Counting Less: Transformations in the
Management Accounting Profession, the report of IMAs
1999 professional practice analysis, documents the coordinates of change and provides a detailed vision of the
profession's direction. This information is invaluable to
the profession, because it addresses current needs and
plans for the future, and to individual management accountants as a benchmark for career development within
their organizations. (You can download the complete
report from IMA's website: www.imanet.org.)
As the first in a monthly series about the results and
implications of the practice analysis, this column focuses
on the nature of the change —on the contrast between the
old and the new.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN 1989. From the dawn
of the profession until the early 1990s,management accountants were in corporate staff positions. As such, they
were outsiders to their companies' central work. They
were physically separated from the operating departments
and had relatively little face -to -face communication with
people in line positions.
Management accountants weren't participants in the
decision - making process. They were often informed of
decisions after the fact. Most of their time was spent in
the mechanical aspects of accounting. They manually
summed and balanced pages upon pages of multicolumn
20
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paper spreadsheets. They prepared budgets, checked expense reports, produced inventory cost reports, and generated a variety of standardized financial statements.
They were, in fact, the scorekeepers, the bean counters,
the corporate cops. Fulfilling the traditional accountant
role, they were the keepers of financial records, the historians of the organization.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN 1999. The role of
management accountants is very different in 1999.
Growing numbers spend most of their time as consultants or business analysts within their companies.
Technological advances have liberated them from the
mechanical aspects of accounting. They spend less time
preparing standardized reports and more time analyzing
and interpreting information. Many have moved out
from the isolation of accounting departments and are
now positioned in operating departments where they
work on cross - functional teams, have extensive face -toface communication with people throughout the organization, and are actively involved in decision making.
In many organizations, management accountants take
on leadership roles on their teams. The information they
provide is considered extremely valuable. They are viewed
as trusted advisors. They are business partners.
THE CONTRAST. Glimpses into the interviews we conducted for the practice analysis offer illuminating insights
into the role of management accountants in a variety of
corporate settings.
"When I first started at US West, the (job) was pretty
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much add up the numbers, produce
the reports, and do some limited financial analysis. (I wasn't) asked to
participate in the business decision making process'
"(My job) was basically add up
the books, make sure they're in compliance, make sure they're well controlled, make sure we can report out,
and get information to management," said an accountant at Boeing.
In recent years, his job has become

"making sense out of data and trying
to apply the data to decisions."
An accountant at Caterpillar said
that when he started his career, he
served a "procedural and historian"
role. Over the last eight years, he's
seen his role evolve into that of team
player, involved in major projects
and looked to as a business advisor
and consultant. Now he finds himself
in demand for his expertise on a variety of issues, such as product prof-
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itability or sourcing decisions, and
he helps the team "develop strategy."
"You're no longer sitting behind a
desk just working on a computer, just
crunching the numbers. You're actually getting to be a part of the day -today functions of the business," said
an accountant at Abbott Labs. "If the
assignment is to cut costs on the
plant floor, you would have an engineer, an accountant, a line supervisor, and maybe one of the production people on a functional team.
And you would go down on the
plant floor with your hard hat and
actually analyze what's going on.'
An accountant at Hewlett- Packard
said that "numbers" are now just a
small part of what he does. He's seen
the number - cruncher role give way
to business - partner status. "I'm the
confidant of the general manager.
At the same time, I sit on functional
teams and help guide them to where
we need to be. I do customer visits,
I work with various industry players,
I get involved in marketing. I have
an overall role to understand every
aspect of our business and to bring
out what I consider to be the best
of each of the functional areas.'
The trend is clearly to be more
strategic and more involved in running the business. Where are you on
the continuum? How should you
prepare for changes that may be
coming? ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., MBA, CPA, is associate professor at the School of Accountancy, DePaul University, in
Chicago and president of the Gary
Siegel Organization, an opinion research and behavorial accounting
firm. He is coauthor, with James
Sorensen, of Counting More,
Counting Less, the 1999 IMA
Practice Analysis. Gary can be reached
at gsiegel@wppost.depaul.edu.
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Taxes

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

State Income Tax Prepayment:
A "Quick Fix" for Itemizers at Year -End
AS THE CALENDAR YEAR -END APPROACHES, THE

taxable income into M. Public accounting firms have

$400 nondeductible interest) are achieved. These permanent tax savings are the result of a declining MFIT bracket. If the interest is deductible, the after -tax savings are
slightly more favorable.
There are, of course, some pitfalls to be aware of. No
single tax- planning technique will fit the needs of every

used this technique for decades, and it still works. And,

taxpayer. First, taxpayers anticipating moving from a 31%

for taxpayers anticipating a lower marginal federal in-

(1999) to a 28% (2000) MFIT bracket or from a 39.6%
(1999) to a 36% (2000) MFIT bracket won't save enough
tax to cover the cost of the nondeductible interest. Second, the table doesn't reflect the itemized deduction
phase -out for high - income taxpayers. Though the table is

1999 tax year has either been good, average, or poor. For
those taxpayers anticipating an unusually favorable or
high taxable income for the 1999 tax year, state income
tax prepayment provides an excellent vehicle for shifting

come tax (MFIT) rate or bracket for the forward tax year,
at least some portion of the tax savings is permanent!
Assume that the taxpayer itemizes deductible personal
expenses and can borrow at 8 %. The taxpayer borrows
$10,000 on December 15, 1999, and uses the proceeds to
prepay anticipated state income taxes before year -end. This

that this interest is not deductible.) The table (at right)

$

$

$

$

$
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illustrates the permanent tax savings that would result

fully developed for completeness, a taxpayer in the 39.6%

from this strategy, net of the cost of $400 nondeductible

(1999) MFIT bracket will lose part or all of the tax savings presented. Third, the taxpayer may anticipate a lower
forward tax year MFIT bracket and then be surprised

interest, from any MFIT bracket differential.
This technique is ideal for the taxpayer in the 28% or
31% MFIT bracket for the 1999 tax year of state income

with an even more favorable MFIT bracket for the Y2K.

tax payment and anticipating a decline in taxable income

In this case, tax savings do not occur; the exact opposite
result is achieved. Fourth, this technique won't be useful
to taxpayers living in states without income taxation. Finally, few taxpayers may anticipate a $10,000 state income
tax liability. However, the table was developed with per-

to the 15% MFIT bracket for Y2K (e.g., 1999 windfall or
Y2K retirement). In the former case, permanent tax savings of $900 ($2,800 less $1,500 less $400 nondeductible
interest) are achieved (see table). In the latter case, permanent tax savings of $1,200 ($3,100 less $1,500 less
24

$1.100 $2,400 $2.700 $3,200 $3.560
900 $1,200 $1,700 $2,060
-0-0(100)
400
760
-0100
460
-0(40)
-0$

tiplied by 8% multiplied by 1/2 year). (We will assume

-0-

$

2000, six months later, the interest is $400 ($10,000 mul-

15.0%
28.0%
31.0%
36.0%
39.6%

$

turns on a timely basis and repays the loan by June 15,

00.05G

$

MFIT bracket), $3,100 (at the 31% MFIT bracket), etc.
If this taxpayer files state and federal income tax re-

MFIT Bracket In Year of FIT Deferral (1999)
00.0% 15.0% 28_0°/ 31.0% 36.0% 39.6%

$

of $1,500 (at the 15% MFIT bracket), $2,800 (at the 28%

$

WIT Bracket
In Year of FIT
Payment (2000)

$

by this amount, effectively deferring federal income taxes

Permanent MFIT Bracket Savings
Net of $400 Interest Expense

$

cash basis taxpayer is able to increase itemized deductions
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SEC's Levitt Renews Call for Quality
Financial Reporting I Kathy W illiams, Editor

WEB SEMINARS

"AS MORE COUNTRIES EMBRACE A TRUE EQUITY CULTURE AND INVESTORS

respond by allocating capital globally, a transparent and trustworthy global financial
reporting framework has become more important than ever," Securities & Exchange
Commission Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr., told the Economic Club of New York last
month.
Although Levitt says progress is being made toward creating markets "worthy of
the 21st Century," he's concerned about the numbers "gamesmanship" that persists in
spite of some corporate efforts toward greater integrity and accountability in the
financial reporting process. It's "a gamesmanship that says it's
okay to bend the rules, tweak the numbers, and let small, but obvious and
important discrepancies slide; a gamesmanship that tells managers it's fine to
cut corners and look the other way to
boost the stock price, where companies
bend to the desires and pressures of
Wall Street analysts rather than to the
reality of numbers, and where auditors
are pressured not to rock the boat; and
a gamesmanship that focuses exclusively
on short -term numbers rather than
long -term performance."
What can be done to counteract this
movement? Open communication by corporate management and financial analysts,
Levitt says, and vigilant oversight by external auditors and an active and independent
board of directors. As part of its effort toward this goal, last month the SEC proposed
rules to improve communications through greater disclosure among management, the
board, and outside auditors. And Levitt has asked Prof. Jeffrey Garten, dean of Yale's
School of Management, to put together a group of leaders from the business community, academia, the accounting profession, standard - setting bodies, and corporate
America. They'll examine whether the current business reporting framework can more
effectively capture the present shift from an industrial to a more service -based economy and the shift from bricks and mortar to technology and knowledge. Levitt is also
calling for harmonization of accounting standards worldwide.
Visit the SEC's website at www.sec.gov for more information. ■

Oracle Corporation, in
conjunction with IIAA
a n d Strategic Finance,
is presenting four free
Web -based e- business
seminars for which
you can earn CPE.
• "E- business Innovation through Strategic
Enterprise Management" is slated for
Nov. 30.
• "Internet Procurement" is set for Dec. 2.
• "Strategic Finance in
the Internet Age" is
scheduled for Dec. 13.
• "Increase Your Competitiveness with Ebusiness" is set for
Dec. 16.
To sign up for the
seminars, go to Oracle's website at
www.oracle.com/
applications, look in
the Internet seminars
section, and choose
the ones you want.
You'll go through a
brief registration proce ss , choos e a n ID an d
pas sword , s ign u p,
a n d r e ce i ve a n e -ma i l
confi rmat ion. ■
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CONGRESS TARGETS CASH-BALANCE PENSION PLANS.
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Cash - Balance
Pension Plans

I

Stephen Barlas, Editor

CONTROVERSIAL BILLS HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED IN CONGRESS THAT WOULD LIMIT

corporate use of cash - balance pension plans, which many large companies have gone to,
especially in the high - technology industry. At Senate hearings on September 21, Mark
Iwry, tax counsel at the U.S. Department of Treasury, indicated that the Clinton administration would not endorse those almost- exclusively Democratic bills. Instead, it wants
companies who opt to convert defined benefit plans to cash - balance plans to give their
employees much better disclosure. "We believe that the current controversy surrounding
cash - balance plans is in part a product of employees
receiving inadequate or confusing information about
Does
significant changes in their pension plans," Iwry told the
that converts
Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee. IRS Chief Counsel Stuart Brown was also at the
to a cashhearings. He said that the IRS was looking at three
balance plan
issues: rates of accrual under the plans, whether employagainst
discriminate
older
ers who switch to the plans properly protect benefits
already accrued by workers, and whether cash - balance
plans illegally reduce benefit accruals because of age.
There's no question that companies have the right to
convert to cash - balance plans. In these plans, the size of any pension due the worker at
retirement is based on his or her earnings from the time they are accorded the pension.
The size of the pension is built up in even increments over the years. In a conventional
pension, its size is determined based on what the employee earned in the last five or 10
years. The issue is whether a company that converts to a cash - balance plan discriminates against older workers who are close to retirement. Their final pension will be
lower than what it would have otherwise been.
The IRS's Brown said the fact that older workers get smaller- than - otherwise- expected pensions when a company converts to cash - balance isn't per se illegal. It would only
be illegal if the accrual rate for any employee were reduced simply because he or she
reached a certain age. Moreover, the Treasury's Iwry seemed to want to get beyond the
issue of whether cash - balance pensions are discriminatory. He was more intent in
describing the administration's disclosure proposal. It would force companies to give
more information to employees in the advance notice announcing the shift to a cash balance plan.
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FASB Hearings?

Thanksforyourthoughts.Wearetrying
tokeepthe"jumps"down,butsome
areinevitable.WewMcontinuetotry.
Ed.

Business dissatisfaction with some recent FASB actions has sparked talk of FASB hearings in Congress. In what was termed a "preemptive" strike, Philip Livingston, president and CEO of the Financial Executives Institute (FEI), sent a letter to Sen. Phil
Gramm (R.- Texas), chairman of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee. He sent the same letter to two House Committee
c o n t i n u e d on page 30
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BILL WOULD REQUIRE MORE KEDGE FUND DISCLOSURE.

[ G O V E R N M E N T ]

spokeswoman for Sen. Gramm, says

of the audits done for 130 public

chairmen as well. In his letter Liv-

no hearings are scheduled in the

companies.

ingston said, "Despite FEI's dissatis-

Banking Committee at this time.

cont'd from p. 28

faction in the past over specific proposals or process issues at the FASB,

Hedge Fund Disclosure
POB Solicits Comment on
Audit Effectiveness

Rep. Richard Baker (R. -La.), chair-

we continue to be committed to a
standard - setting process indepen-

The Public Oversight Board's panel

tee, introduced a bill that requires

dent from government." Hearings

on audit effectiveness had a public

hedge funds to make expanded dis-

would likely focus on FASB's pro-

hearing in New York City in early

closure of market and credit risk.

posed standard on accounting for

October and is on track for issuing

The disclosure provisions would

mergers and acquisitions, which has

its preliminary recommendations in

only apply to hedge funds with capi-

been controversial. While the entire

the first half of 2000. That's the

tal of more than $3 billion or aggre-

business community has problems

word from David Pearson, staff

gate assets of $20 billion, or those

with that proposal, the high -tech

director of the panel, which was cre-

just below the $3 billion that are

community is concerned with some

ated by SEC Chairman Arthur

leveraged more than 10:1. Baker's

aspects of FASB's proposed interpre-

Levitt, Jr., and the SEC Practice Sec-

proposal is based on the near col-

tation of its standard for accounting

tion of the AICPA in October 1998.

lapse in 1998 of Long -Term Capital

for stock options. Christi Harlan,

The panel also is doing an analysis

Management. ■

man of the House Banking Commit-

Shared Services
* IN THE INCREASINGLY FIERCE

service organization are elements of finance,

large corporations are discovering that it

informa tion systems mana geme nt, and hu man

makes sense—and saves costs —to pull activi

resources, according to the authors. It's a very

ties that support core business processes out of

new concept, and the authors estimate that

each business unit and consolidate them into

"there are still only in the neighborhood of 100

a single operating unit.
Shared Services by Donniel S. Schulman,

companies around the world that are truly

John R. Dunleavy, Martin J. Harmer, and

operating in a shared service environment."
Monsanto moved most of its professional staff

James S. Lusk describes this process based on the experi-

positions into Monsanto Business Services's shared ser-

ence of PricewaterhouseCoopers and Lucent Technolo-

vice organization and believes it saved $80 million in its

gies. They define shared services as: "The concentration

first year after start-up costs. AlliedSignal Business Ser-

of company resources performing like activities, typical-

vices and Tenneco say they saved $70 million and $120

ly spread across the organization, in order to service

million, respectively, after reorganizing their support

multiple internal partners at lower cost and with higher

function and consolidating it into one business unit.

service levels, with the common goal of delighting external customers and enhancing corporate value."
As noted by Henry Schacht, former chairman and CEO

30

Most often carved out and put into a shared

competitive business environment many

Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., this book
describes step -by -step the shared services concept and
how it is implemented in an organization. Particularly

of Lucent Technologies, "Our benchmarking convinced us

valuable are the comments of Lusk, vice president and

that moving shared services within our finance function

controller of Lucent Technologies, who was named

was a business imperative required to achieve best -in-

Financial Executive of the Year by the Institute of Man-

class margins, a companion objective to revenue growth."

agement Accountants in 1998. ■
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VA L U I N G

Intangible Assets
T H R O U G H

Appraisals

What's reliable for America's largest banks is reliable for investors
BY ALFRED M. KING, CMA, CFM, AND JAY M. HENRY

nvestors are pouring billions of dollars into Internet and high -tech
IPOs today in the hope of catching the next Microsoft, Cisco, or
AOL. If you'd like to invest in the next Microsoft —and who wouldn't ? —
you'd certainly benefit from having access to all relevant material that
'F

would paint a clear picture of the anticipated offering price. But don't
?'

5

count on the financial statement to provide it.
Nov emb er 1 9 9 9
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When it comes to Internet and
high -tech IPOs, nowhere on the balance sheet are there assets that correspond in any way to the anticipated
initial offering price. How can a
company be worth five times, 10
times, or 50 times current sales revenue when its balance sheet has no
fixed assets and no inventory? As
one observer questioned, "Where's
the beef?"
The answer is simple. Most of
these companies have —or are perceived to have — valuable intangible
assets, which are sometimes referred
to as intellectual property or intellectual capital. These IPO companies
have an idea plus a workforce. In
fact, a common saying about them is
that "the assets walk out the door
every night." And often, but not
always, they've demonstrated they
can sell a product or service to others for cash.
Under today's Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP),
firms can't show the value of intangible assets on their balance sheet.
We believe it's time for a change.
Why? Bankers today are making
loans using intangible assets as collateral. To determine the value of
intangible assets, they rely on
appraisals, which are also known as
valuation reports. If these documents are reliable enough for
34
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bankers, then it seems logical the
valuations are equally reliable for
disclosure in financial statements for
individual investors. Appraisals of
intangible assets are not hocuspocus. They are relevant and reliable. We'll tell you why.

THEPROBLEMWITHGAAP
First, let's start with an example that
demonstrates how current -day
GAAP, when carried to its logical
extreme, produces seemingly irrational answers.
Company A may have invested
millions of dollars to develop Internet business -to- business software.
Company B believes the value of
Company A's software is $100 million and would pay that amount to
exploit the software.
Once Company B makes the purchase, it has to show this $100 million transaction as an asset on its
balance sheet. Yet the same software
could never have appeared on the
seller's balance sheet as a $100 million asset. In other words, Company B must show the value, but the
first company can never show its
value! Bottom line: GAAP requires
a company be sold to another company for the value of its intangible
assets to be recognized in the
financial statements. This seems
illogical.

RELIABLEANDRELEVANT
FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
Financial professionals face a dilemma when it comes to financial statements, which they want to be both
reliable and relevant. Reliability is
easy to achieve, but relevance is not.
This is especially true when it comes
to Internet and high -tech financial
statements because the intangible
assets aren't referenced in the document, yet these assets are highly relevant to an investor.
Financial statements are considered reliable when they're both accurate and supportable. Put a different
way, reliability would suggest that if
two different accountants prepared
the same statements, the two
answers should come close to each
other, particularly if they each relied
on the same hard evidence.
So how do you achieve reliability?
Over the years, accounting has
come to require evidence of an
arm's - length transaction between
two parties. When Company Z buys
an asset, such as a machine tool,
from Company Y and cash changes
hands, this is good evidence that Y
has made a sale and can recognize a
profit and that Company Z now has
an asset. Further, the accountant
can always go out in the plant and
look at the machine tool. The asset
exists (reliability) and is relevant to

review valuations of oil properties,
they certainly can review the valuations of intellectual property.

an understanding of Company Z's
production process.
Many financial professionals
believe intangible assets are equally
as relevant to an understanding of a
business firm's earnings prospects
and future cash flows. In fact, the
Financial Accountings Standards
Board's own concepts statements say
the purpose of financial statements
is to provide investors and creditors
with information about future earnings prospects and cash flows.
But how can a company, such as
an Internet or high -tech company,
provide this relevant information if
it can't discuss its intangible assets?
For almost any Internet or high -tech
company, Property, Plant and Equipment (PP &E) is far less important
than the idea, the software, the
workforce, or the distribution channel. These firms invariably also have
little or no inventory. In short,
accounting doesn't capture the
essence of these firms. Their real
assets —the ones current and
prospective shareholders are interested in— aren't captured by GAAP.
While most accountants would
agree, perhaps reluctantly, that
although intangible assets are relevant to understanding an Internet or
high -tech company, they don't
believe valuations are reliable. And,
unlike appraisers, accountants are
uncomfortable valuing assets.

OUTOFTHEACCOUNTANT'S
COMFORTZONE
Accountants aren't comfortable with
the value concept. And there is a difference between cost and value.
Accountants are comfortable with
costs because they can verify the dollar amount of the cash outlay. But
there's no place in the books and
records where an accountant or
auditor can obtain information

YOUMAYHAVEMORE
COLLATERALTHANYOUTHINK

about value. Accountants in most
cases also don't want to determine
values that may be subjective. Moreover, they don't even like to certify
value information others have determined. That's not their job. Determining value is the job of an
appraiser.
Let's look at a simple example of
how to value oil. It's easy to determine the cost of drilling an oil well,
but what's the value of the oil? To
determine the value, you have to
answer the following:
• How much oil is in the ground (a
job for a geologist),
• How much the oil will cost to
pump out (a job for a petroleum
engineer), and
• The price at which the oil can be
sold in the future (a job for a
petroleum economist).
A similar situation applies in
determining the value of intellectual
property. Accountants may not be
qualified to determine the value of
intangible assets, but if they can

When making a loan, bankers rely
on the underlying value of collateral,
sometimes referred to as "secured
lending," and, of course, hope to get
repaid by the borrower from future
cash flows. Until recently, few
lenders were interested in secured
lending on anything other than
receivables, inventory, and Property,
Plant and Equipment as collateral.
After all, what else was there on the
balance sheet?
But things have changed. Now
there's evidence that hard -nosed
bankers can and do rely on intangible assets, utilizing such assets as
brand names and patents as security
for sizable loans. This is good news,
especially if your company is in the
market for a loan. Major banks, such
as BT Commercial (part of Bankers
Trust, now Deutsche Bank), have
lent literally hundreds of millions of
dollars to companies like Zenith,
Strohs, and Florsheim with the
firms' trade names and patents as
collateral.
As further evidence that this isn't
a "one- shot" affair, BT Commercial
in turn has syndicated these loans to
other banks. The banks tended to
lend the borrowers approximately
30% of the valuation of the intangible assets. By filing appropriate legal
documents, the banks were able to
obtain a perfected security interest
in these intangible assets.
In these examples, how did BT
Commercial determine the values?
The bank's instrument of choice: an
appraisal. In fact, our company, Valuation Research Corporation, performed those appraisals.
N ov e mbe r 1 9 9 9
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The valuation process can take
from four to six weeks and involves a
fee of up to $25,000. The results can
be well worth it, though, because the
borrower may be able to obtain up to
30% of $100 million or more in value.

WHATGOESUP. . .
The appraised value of the brand
names and other intangibles isn't
static. Unlike the cost of an asset,
which doesn't change once it's purchased, the value of an asset like a
brand name can change. It can go up
and down. Consider Ipana toothpaste or Burma - Shave. These were
well-known brands 40 years ago, but
now they have little more than historical interest. On the other hand,
who had heard of Yahoo or Amazon.com even four years ago? Yet
today these are two of the most valued brands in electronic commerce.

JUSTMIGHTCOMEDOWN!
BT Commercial understands the value may change, so it requires annual
valuations of intangible assets. If the
value of the brand names or patents
goes down, the then - current amount
of the loan will be reduced. If the
values increase and the creditworthiness of the borrower(s) increases, the
size of the loan or line of credit
might well be increased. The bank is
always interested in coverage to
ensure the underlying value represented by the intellectual property
remains at or above the 30% loan to -value ratio.
If the valuations appraisers perform are reliable enough for banks
to lend against, then the values are
equally reliable for disclosure in
financial statements. Companies
should be permitted — perhaps even
required —to disclose the values of
their major intangible assets. We
aren't proposing at this time that
36
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companies "recognize" the assets on
the balance sheet and changes in the
values from year to year as a component of income. This information
can appear in footnotes or in the
Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A), which are reviewed by
auditors.

THEAPPROACHTOAPPRAISALS
At this point many of you might
agree with the argument but ask,
"How do appraisers develop reliable
and relevant value information on
intangible assets ?" In a word, the
answer is "carefully." The appraisal is
one of the most misunderstood
business documents. We'll explain
the approach.
Just as there are Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, so there
are Generally Accepted Appraisal
Principles. Appraisers have to follow
the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP),
which incorporates these basic valuation principles.
While the subject of a separate
article, if not a book, appraisers
develop relevant and reliable valuations of intangibles by applying one
or more of the three standard
approaches to value. These are often
referred to as the cost approach, the
market comparable approach, and
the income approach.
THE COST APPROACH. The cost

approach asks what it would cost
today to acquire the same or similar
assets. If you're valuing a building,
for example, the upper limit on value is going to be the price you'd have
to pay a contractor today to build
the same building. A rational buyer
wouldn't acquire an existing building at a price of $120 per square foot
if a new building could be constructed at $100 per square foot. Similarly,

in valuing machinery and equipment, appraisers look to the prices of
new assets from the manufacturer.
Where necessary, adjustments are
made for technology and productivity improvements. The cost approach
is highly reliable in dealing with tangible personal property and real
estate. But it isn't generally used by
appraisers in valuing financial assets,
such as the income stream to be
derived from use of the Zenith or
Florsheim brand names.
THE MARKET COMPARABLE
APPROACH. The market comparable

approach looks to the market to see
what the same or similar assets are
actually selling for. If you have a
1996 Buick four -door sedan that you
want to sell, how do you determine
its value? You go to the classified ad
pages and see how much other
Buicks are selling for. Maybe there
are only 1995 and 1997 models
advertised. You would then compare
your car with those advertised and
estimate what yours would bring.
This method works very well when
there is a well- established market.
But appraisers don't ordinarily use
this approach for financial assets.
THE INCOME APPROACH. The income

approach asks what investors are
willing to pay for an asset with a given income stream in the future.
Basically, appraisers use the income
approach in valuing intellectual
property. Investors, and hence
appraisers, adjust for perceived risk,
so a U.S. Treasury bond with no
default risk will sell at a lower yield
(higher price) than a so- called "junk
bond." A brand name like Coca -Cola
or Kodak will have a relatively higher
multiple than a less well -known
brand.
To value an asset using the

income approach requires a good
projection of future income or cash
flows and choice of a discount rate.
Whenever possible, appraisers prefer
to use someone else's income projections, inasmuch as the specifics
are better known by the management. The appraiser, in turn, is usually responsible for choosing the
discount rate. The higher the discount rate chosen, the lower the value, and vice versa.
When appraisers value a brand
name, they determine the incremental profit that the brand name provides. For example, a shoe buyer
might pay $15 more per pair for
Florsheim shoes than for a generic
shoe. The shoes otherwise might be
identical, but the brand name adds
value to the customer in terms of
reliability and recognition. So in
valuing a brand name, an appraiser
doesn't take into account the total
profit generated by the product, but
only the increased profit attributable
to the name itself. Determining these
amounts and discounting them at an
appropriate rate is the method most
appraisers use.
The reliability of this approach to

valuing intangible assets depends on
the care with which the analysis is
performed and the reasonableness of
the assumptions. In the loan transactions BT Commercial has undertaken, the loan officers have carefully
reviewed the nearly 50 -page
appraisal report, and a dialogue has
been established among the appraiser, the borrower, and the lender.
Questions are answered, assumptions tested, and sensitivities
calculated.

THEFINALANALYSIS
There should be no controversy
within the field of accounting and
financial reporting that issuers
should provide readers of financial
statements with all material information that is both relevant and
reliable. The relevance of intangibles hasn't usually been questioned,
but the reliability of valuations of
intangibles has often been
questioned.
Today, banks, with hundreds of
millions of dollars of loan volume to
support the concept, recognize that
intangible assets like brand names
are just as real —and just as capable

of supporting loans —as inventory,
receivables, and PP &E. If banks lend
millions of dollars based on valuations of intangible assets, they're
sending a strong message that the
appraisal is reliable. Companies
shouldn't have to be sold to another
company for the value of their
intangible assets to be recognized in
the financial statements. That's what
GAAP requires today, but GAAP
should be changed.
In our opinion, the SEC and FASB
now have the responsibility to either
permit —or even require-- companies to disclose the values of self developed intangibles. Appraisals are
relevant and reliable enough for
America's largest banks, so they
should also be relevant and reliable
for individual investors. ■
Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM, is
chairman of Valuation Research
Corporation, an appraisal company
based in Princeton, N.J., and Jay M.
Henry is vice president. You can
reach Al at (609) 452 -0900 or alfredking @erols.com. You can reach Jay at
(630)990 -2626 orjhenry@valuationresearch.com.
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Cyberfraud and
Computer
Crime

WHAT
THE CFO
NEEDS TO KNOW
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THEY CAN ROB YOU BLIND. THEY CAN STEAL YOUR IDENTITY. THEY
CANSWIPEYOURDEEPESTSECRETSANDSELLTHEMTOTHECOMPETITION. THEYCANREADYOURE -MAIL, TALKTOYOURVENDORS, CONTACTYOURCUSTOMERS,REPLICATEYOURWEBSITE,TAKEORDERSFOR
YOURPRODUCTS.THEYCANAVAILTHEMSELVESOFYOURCORPORATE
CREDITCARDS.THEYCANTAPYOURTREASURY.THEYCANCLOGYOUR
z

SYSTEMTOTHEPOINTOFPARALYSIS.THEYCANSNIFFTHROUGHYOUR
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PERSONNELFILES. IFTHEYRUNOFFWITHYOURLAPTOP, THEYMIGHT
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They might be in Kyrgystan. Or
Colombia. Or Kyrgystan and
Colombia. Or, more likely, in a cubicle within hailing distance.
They might hit your data like a
pack of raccoons and leave a mess
you'll never clean up. They might
even leave time bombs behind.
Mines. Trojan horses. Electronic
disease.
They might be back. Maybe their
friends will stop by. Hundreds of
them.
Thousands. And you might never
even know.
Call them hackers if they're just
out for a joy ride, a little challenge to
see how deeply they can penetrate
your network.
Call them crackers if they're bad.
They aren't in there just to poke
around. They want to steal information, use your phones, store porn on
your server, slip you a virus, maybe
pull off a wire transfer, maybe make
you front -page news.

audit software, how thick your fire walls, they could be in the brain of
your company right now. "The dangers are very real," says Bruce L.
Murphy, CISSP, Pricewaterhouse Coopers, LLP, partner and North
American leader, Technology Risk
Services practice. "There are breaches, compromises, frauds happening
every day. We're seeing outages.
We're seeing websites modified. This

40
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As if they haven't done enough damage, they can leave you liable. Banks
might expect you to pay for their
credit card losses. Your vendors
might expect to be paid for the stuff
you never ordered. Your personnel
might sue because you failed to keep
their files confidential. Your joint
venture partners might sue for the
secrets you lost. Government regulators might nail you for federal ineptitude. Your shareholders might
demand recompense. Your insurance
company might decide you were
negligent in defending yourself.
They might be in your network
right now. They've penetrated Los
Alamos, the Pentagon, the White
House. They've penetrated AT &T
and the FBI. No matter how good
your defense, how alert your cyber-

`

THEDANGERSAREVERYREAL

is very real, and my expectation is
that we will not see it lessen as we
increasingly rely on electronic mechanisms and more people become literate and have the ability to access
this type of technology."
Now that we have your attention,
consider this: An apocalyptic Inter-

net attack probably won't waste your
company. The odds of the Russian
mafia mugging your network are
minuscule. The odds of any malevolent invasion are probably in approximate proportion to the size and
fame of your organization and the
resources it has to defend itself. And
the prodigies of the junior high
probably won't be able to do much
even if they make it through your
firewall.
The more likely danger by far is
the cleaning crew that's been bribed
to snatch diskettes off your desk, the
disgruntled employee who knows
the passwords and the encryption
keys, the bookkeeper who's created a
fake vendor account, the wag who's
pulling racist jokes off the Web and
e- mailing them to half the company.
These insiders might not qualify as
computer criminals, but computers
can certainly facilitate their dirty
deeds.
Either way, from the inside or the
outside, some kind of crime committed with a computer is all but
inevitable at every corporation that
has advanced beyond carbon paper
and the adding machine. The bigger
the computer system, the more complex the network, the more connectivity with external entities, the
greater the chance of crime, and the
larger the potential loss.
If invasion or misuse of the corporate computer system can lead to
financial devastation, the issue
belongs ultimately on the desk of the
CFO. There the cyberbuck stops, and
no matter what you've done about it,
it will always be there. Insidious
insiders will always be looking for a
way to grab an asset. The hackers
and crackers, as persistent and adaptive as insects, will always be out
there, always trying to get in. The
viruses they carry can leave your

httQJ /www.cert.org

PRIORITIZEINFORMATIONASSETS

Computer Emergency Response Team: Excellent source of data on recent

"A lot of companies don't give adequate thought to computer security,"
says Walter W. Manning, a certified
fraud examiner and director of the
Techno -Crime Institute in Plano,
Texas. "Information is often a company's most valuable asset, but it is
not given the security attention it
deserves. The days of `security' referring to the organization's perimeter
are almost gone:'
Manning advises companies to
prioritize their information assets
according to their worth to the company. The attention dedicated to
protecting the information has to be
in line with its value. The CFO
should be able to assign a financial
value to each kind of potential loss,
calculate a cost - effective balance
between the loss and the cost of
security, then devise a comprehensive plan that considers every direction of attack. Loss in this case refers
not only to the disappearance of
information as might be caused by a
virus, but also to the transfer of
information to the wrong hands. It
might be credit card numbers stolen
and sold. It might be corporate data
transferred to a competitor. It might
be a quarterly financial statement
leaked to the press. Such transfers of
information, by the way, might not
even qualify as theft in some states.
After all, nothing palpable has been
physically removed from its owner.
Even if it happens to be illegal in
your state, it doesn't matter much if
the thief is in some miscreant country in the middle of Asia somewhere.
Bruce Murphy notes that funds
and information aren't the only

problems, fixes and updated defenses, education, events, research, alerts, and
defense strategies.
http:/ / www.w3.oWsecudtt

World Wide Web Consortium: Links to a wide variety of websites with information on e- commerce, cryptography, Internet security, protocols, and standards. I
http: / /www.htcia.or
High Tech Crime Investigation Association: Discussion, training and seminars,
news, chapter structure, links.
http: / /www.cedas.purdue.edu/
Purdue University Center for Education and Research in Information
ance and Security: Studies, links, projects, programs.
http:/Zhome.netscape.com/-secudty/index.html
Netscape's security page: News, tools, tech briefs, digital certificates.
htttp: www.microsoft.com/secu!%/default.asi)
Microsoft's security page: Bulletins, technologies, products, services, government issues.
http1/ www .catalog.com /mnn /securfty.htmi
A page of links to websites with information and security software.
http: / /www.first.org
Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams: A coalition of teams from
government, commercial, and academic organizations.
http/ /www.fbi.gov /programs /ipcis /`Index.him
FBI Infrastructure Protection and Computer Intrusion Squad: Contacts, hotline
intrusion report, protection� t j i p s .
I
computer system with anything
from a benign wart to a cardiac
infarction.
So what's the CFO to do? The
technicalities of computer system
defense are beyond the abilities and
responsibilities of most CFOs. There
are experts available to handle that,
and they should be used. The CFO's

job is more likely to entail development of the overall strategy —the
decisions to mount a cost - effective
defense, establish pertinent policy,
manage and minimize risk through
insurance coverage, and take whatever steps are necessary to prevent
financial loss or disaster through the
use or misuse of the computer sys-
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things that can be lost. Equally devastating can be a serious loss of face.
"One big thing the CFO or CEO is
worried about is public embarrassment —the fear of looking bad," he
says. "That's a real issue. You don't
want your name on the front page of
The Wall Street Journalwith the
news that your company was broken
into. That can lead to a direct loss of
market share, financial issues, and
other problems. CFOs should worry
about this,'
Manning advises that once assets
are prioritized and defense mechanisms put up, companies need to
institute a disaster recovery plan.
Too often, they have no idea how to
respond to an attack. Sometimes
bureaucratic arthritis prevents the
quick decisions that are necessary in
a crime where nanoseconds count.
Sometimes people act too quickly
and end up destroying evidence that
could be used to prosecute the
rybercrooks or prevent recurring
attacks. It's essential to figure out, for
example, whether a virus arrived by
happenstance or by a mischievous
hacker or by a cracker intent on
industrial sabotage.
Depending on the value of the
company's information, the CFO
may want to authorize funding for
careful attention to an audit log of
computer activity. An audit log
records all network traffic —where
it's coming from, where in the network it goes, and what it does. Software can detect and flag suspicious
activity. While the log does nothing
to prevent what's already happened,
it can allow computer forensic
experts —be they cops, consultants,
or your own IT people —to either
prevent a repeat of the invasion or to
lie in wait for a second attack, possibly identifying the invader for subsequent prosecution.
42
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You may not be able to block every angle of attack, but here are a few steps
and points that will help minimize your vulnerabilty.
J Develop a comprehensive plan that touches all parts and functions of
your organization and all points of vulnerability.
Evaluate and prioritize information; defend appropriately.
Put up good firewalls between the Internet and the strictly internal part of
your network.
Consider a virtual private network for essential lines, such as those carrying fund transfers.
Assume attack will come from those most prepared to do it, i.e., insiders.
Consider preventing outgoing e-mail from carrying attachments.
Encrypt all e-mail (internal and external) and all data that goes over the
Internet, especially if it transfers funds.
Ensure physical security of computers, related paper files, floppy disks,
backup media, and the like.
Establish and propagate written policy on computer security.
Educate all employees on how to comply with computer security policy.
: Keep and monitor an audit log of network traffic.
Inform employees that computer traffic is monitored.
Do background checks on all new employees. Know the people who have
access to your system.
Have system vulnerabilty tested, ideally by a third party.
Ensure password security by using unguessable words. Change passwords
and log -ins often.
Use the traditional kinds of checks and balances you use to prevent
fraud.
Use antivirus software at all levels of the network. Keep it updated.
Have a written disaster recovery plan. Test it.
Back up all data. Keep the back -up media safe.

METHODINTHEAPPARENT
MADNESS
But monitoring an audit log can be
time - consuming. Giving the job to
someone who's already busy may not
work out. Too often the daily task of
going over the log can get set aside
for later, allowing the attack of a single hacker to multiply into thousands of attacks from the closely
linked ranks of the international

hacker community.
Kelly J. Kutchta, CFE, CFP, Ernst
& Young senior manager and area
leader, Computer Forensic Services,
warns that some invasions are as
illogical and pointless as the common vandalism seen in the streets,
but sometimes there's method in the
apparent madness. "It's often underrated and underappreciated, but
sometimes crackers just want to

cause damage," Kutchta says. "They
can be hired by a competitor just to
throw havoc into your system. We've
had crackers get in and cause receivables loss sufficient to put the company in danger of losing its line of
credit. Sabotage and vandalism are
alive and well and can be more costly than theft of information. You can
lose goodwill and public image. This
can impact shareholder value
enough to make a CFO
sweat.'
Kutchta recommends
insurance policies that
cover hacker invasion but
warns that the company
needs to be sure it has reasonable protection. There
are standard protocols for
this assurance. They may
involve firewalls, intrusion
detection systems within
the network architecture,
audit logs, proofs of timely
updates to virus protection and defenses against
the latest hacker tactics,
written procedures for
attack response and investigation, a data backup program, a
corporate computer security education program, and evidence of a
successful disaster recovery drill.
Jason Palmer, president of Palmer
Computer Services and chair of the
New York State Society of CPAs,
interactive online resource committee, emphasizes the need for a total
security model that touches all
aspects of the organization.
"There are some real security
threats out there, and hackers are
attempting corporate espionage
every day," Palmer says. "The question is, `Who is at risk ?'" If you're
speaking to the Fortune 1,000, the
threat is very real. If you are speaking to the Fortune 1,000,000, the

threat is less. Whatever the case, a
company needs to have a total security model that touches on all
aspects of the operation. All potential threats must be reviewed and
assigned a security risk factor as to
the damage or the cost of recovery
incurred by not implementing the
appropriate control measure. "People tend to leave the back door
open," Palmer warns. "The first thing

you need to do is establish in -house
security. It is so much easier for the
cleaning person to lift a document
or copy a disk than for a hacker to
come in through a firewall."
Palmer says that almost all acts of
information theft and cybersabotage
are inside jobs. The perpetrators
might be employees seeking revenge
or who want to use the information
as a key to a job somewhere else. It
could be an ex- spouse who found
passwords on the home computer. It
could be anyone who's toured the
cubicles and seen passwords posted
on computer screens or listed under
"P" for "passwords" on a Rolodex.
Speaking of passwords, there's
software out there that can often

predict the passwords a given person
might choose. All too often it's the
name of a child, a dog, a street, a
hometown, or something clever like
"password." Employers can use the
software to create personalized lists
of verboten words. Hackers can use
the same application to probe fire walls. Palmer also advises that the
usual fraud prevention measures be
applied to computer systems. Those
who are allowed to open
vendor accounts, for
example, must not be
allowed to approve payments. The door to the
computer room —that
physical rectangle with a
door knob on it— should
be locked. Anything sent
by e-mail should be
encrypted, as should anything stored on a laptop.
Periodic housekeeping
should get rid of old files.
All the possible advice
on preventing computer
crime, cyberfraud, and
Internet invasion might
well fill several hard disks
and still not be complete. No one
knows it all. The parameters of the
crime are unknown and undefinable.
The modi operandi will always
evolve just a little faster than the
defenses against them. The ingenuity
of crooks will always challenge our
best efforts and intentions. The only
effective corporate policy will be one
of constant vigilance and consistent
improvement. That and a crossing of
the fingers will have to hold the vandal hordes at bay at least for a while,
and then we'll just have to see what
happens. ■
Glenn Cheney is a freelance writer
and inveterate traveler working out of
Hanover, Conn.
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ALTHOUGH DECEMBER 31, 1999, marks the end

of the millennium, it will be business as usual

What you can do

over at the IRS. Do not underestimate the importance of

to soften

year -end planning. Your business can save big tax dol-

the IRS hit

Lars by deferring or shifting income from one year to
another and making the right moves before year -end.

at year -end.
Time is of the essence, though. Delay can cost you, says

savingtaxdolars
Barry Weisman, Esq., a tax lawyer with Goldstein &

BY

MILTON

ZALL

Manello in Boston. Weisman notes that many year -end
tax moves require time to implement. Says Weisman,
"Make sure you give yourself enough time to implement
whatever tax - saving moves you decide to make. Many of
W
Y

them cannot be done overnight." Here's a rundown of

0

CD

some of the more important tax moves Weisman believes you can make before 1999 draws to a close.
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Youmaybeabletosubstantialy
reducethisyears
' taxbitethrough
"marginaltaxrateanalysis."

..
TAXSTRATEGIES

There's a chance to save some tax
dollars, if your business is a C (regular) corporation. Unlike an S corporation or a partnership, a C corporation is taxed as a separate entity. The
first $50,000 of income is taxed at
15 %.The next $25,000 is taxed at
25%; the next $25,000 is taxed at
34 %.Taxable income from $100,000
to $335,000 is taxed at 39 %.(This is
done to eliminate the graduated
rates on income below $100,000.)
You may be able to take advantage of
the graduated rates to substantially
reduce this year's tax bite through
"marginal tax rate analysis."
For example, Jim is an employee
and the sole shareholder of XYZ
Corp., a C corporation. Based on
Jim's best estimates, XYZ will have
taxable income of $125,000 during
1999.Thus far in 1999,Jim has taken
only $65,000 in salary. Jim and his
wife Mary together have taxable income of $60,000. That puts them
well within the 28% bracket. On the
other hand, the last $25,000 of income of XYZ will be taxed at 39 %.If
Jim increases his salary by $25,000,
XYZ's income will decrease by that
amount, saving $9,750 in taxes. His
personal income will go up by the
same amount, resulting in an additional $7,000 in taxes. The $9,750 reduction in corporate taxes less a
$7,000 increase in personal taxes
yields a permanent tax saving of
$2,750. You can calculate your poten46
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tial tax saving by finding the difference between your tax bracket and
your corporation's. In this example,
the difference is 11% (39% less
28 %).Multiply that by the amount
of the income shift ($25,000 in this
case) and you have your answer.
Contributions to Keogh Plans. In order to ensure the tax deductibility of
your contributions to a Keogh plan,
make sure you make them in time.
Your Keogh plan must be established
by December 31, 1999,although you
have until April 15, 2000,to make
your 1999 contribution.
Sale of Real Estate. If your business
owns real estate that has appreciated
in value and you are considering selling it before 1999 draws to a close,
one way to avoid incurring taxes on
your capital gain is to make a "like kind exchange" for another similar
property that will also be held as an
investment. If you make such an exchange, no income tax is due now.
Income tax will be payable only when
you dispose of the second property.

INCOMEDEFERRAL
If you do business as an S corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship,
etc., the net income (or loss) of your
business is passed through to you
and reported on your individual tax
return. If you anticipate being in a
lower personal income tax bracket
next year,try to defer current year
income. Conversely, if you think
you'll be in a higher bracket next

year, try to accelerate income into
1999.By now, you should have a

good idea of which way your income
is headed. If 1999 is going to be a big
year and 2000 won't be as good, you
want to push income into 2000.If it's
a toss -up, you should probably still
defer income; it will improve your
cash flow by delaying tax payments.
Accelerate purchases. Buy office and
operating supplies you'll need next
year, perform necessary repairs and
maintenance on equipment, get
started on that advertising program.
Be careful, though. Make sure the repairs are really repairs, not capital
improvements.
You can't prepay certain expenses
such as insurance, interest, or taxes,
even if your business is on the accrual accounting method. For example,
if you pay for a year's worth of insurance on November 1,you can only deduct 1/6 in 1999.The remainder
is deductible in 2000.
If your business is on the cash basis accounting method, payments
made by December 31 are generally
deductible. So make sure you pay
any bills before the end of the year.
Payments made in cash, by credit
card, or by check mailed before the
end of the year count as tax deductible 1999 business expenses.

TIMINGTHEACQUISITIONOF
DEPRECIABLEPROPERTY
The tax reform legislation enacted
13 years ago bars business owners

from placing business equipment into service at the end of the year and
still getting a full year's worth of depreciation. Under present rules,
when you place depreciable assets into service has a direct bearing on the
depreciation allowance you are entitled to. If you place more than 40%
of your annual equipment purchases
into service during the last quarter
of the year, all of the business equipment placed in service during the
year is subject to the "mid- quarter"
rule. Under this rule, the quarter
during which an asset is placed in
service governs your depreciation allowance; the middle of that quarter
is used to calculate the amount of
depreciation you're entitled to. "Placing equipment into service" means
that it's ready to be used; it need not
actually be placed in use.
If you place 60% or more of your
equipment into use during
the first three quarters of
the year, you are subject
to the half -year rule,
which treats all equipment placed into service
during the year as having
been placed into service
halfway through that year.
If you're contemplating purchasing business equipment before the
end of the year, it's prudent to ascertain where you stand with respect to the half -year versus the
mid - quarter rules.
In order to determine whether
you'll benefit more from the mid quarter or the half -year rule, you
must perform alternate calculations
and vary the timing of asset acquisitions to see which acquisition schedule is most advantageous. If you're
planning to acquire business equipment before the end of 1999,ask
your accountant to go through these
calculations with you. You may be in

for a pleasant surprise.
Fringe benefits. You still have some
time to set up a pension plan for this
year. A Simplified Employee Pension
(SEP) plan or a regular profit -sharing plan may make sense. Ask your
tax advisor what form of pension
plan is best for your business. In addition, don't forget to pay bonuses to
employees before year -end if it has
been a good year. Paying these
bonuses in 1999 will reduce your
business's taxable income.
Expense accounts. Make sure all of
your employees turn in their expense
reports on time. If your business is
on the cash basis, consider a December 20 cut -off so that all reports can
be processed and the checks cut before the end of 1999.If your business is on the accrual basis, get after
those habitual late filers to ensure
that your liability is booked in 1999.
Write -offs. You can write off
the value of equipment
abandoned before the
end of the year, less any
depreciation already
claimed. In order to
claim a loss you must take
some positive action, such as
selling it for scrap (make sure you
get a receipt), donating it to charity,
or selling it to another business. If
you do nothing, you'll lose the tax
deduction.
Business bad debts. You can deduct
business bad debts that are partially
or wholly worthless, but you must
have proof that a debt is uncollectible. You should make a concerted effort to collect the debt before
the end of the year. To prove that
you have tried to collect the debt,
keep copies of all correspondence,
and send your letters by certified
mail. Consider turning the collection
over to an attorney who specializes
in bad debts. You may have to pay

25% to 50% of what he or she recovers, but it'll be worth it if some cash
is collected and you get a tax deduction for what's still left outstanding.
Inventory write -offs. Inventory
write -offs can be tricky but may produce substantial savings. You must
be able to show a decrease in the value of your inventory. That may not
be difficult if you use the "lower of
cost or market" inventory valuation
method and can prove the current
market prices. If that option isn't
available, you can show a decline in
the value of your inventory by documenting actual sales within 30 days
of the inventory date. You should
value the inventory at its selling
price less the cost of disposal. Inventory items that may qualify for a
write -down include shopworn, obsolete, out -of -style, etc., goods. You can
also write down the value of unsalable goods such as goods damaged
in processing, returns, etc.

EXPENSINGELECTION
You may take a full deduction and
write off as an expense up to $19,000
of the cost of equipment placed in
service during 1999 instead of depreciating it. If you haven't availed
yourself of this option yet, keep in
mind that equipment placed in service during 1999 that's going to be
expensed can be written off regardless of when it's acquired. Even the
last day of the year. If you decide to
expense an equipment purchase, it
doesn't matter when it is acquired
during the year. One thing to watch
out for is if you later on convert the
equipment to nonbusiness use, you
have to pay the government back for
the deduction you previously took,
so make sure you expense something
that will remain in your business.
The $19,000 expensing allowance is
only available to you if you haven't
Nov emb er 1 9 9 9
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lividualswhohavebothasideline
sn
i essandwageincomeareoftentoo
icktousetheexpensingelection,
already acquired other business
equipment in 1999 that's valued at
more than $200,000. If you have, this
option is phased out on a dollar for
dollar basis when you go over the
$200,000 threshold and disappears
entirely if you acquire more than
$210,000 of business equipment in
1999. The $19,000 expensing allowance can only be used to offset
taxable income from your business.
If your taxable income falls below
$19,000, you don't get the full benefit of taking the $19,000 expensing
allowance. But if you have another
business that has taxable income, the
unapplied balance can be applied
against taxable income from the
other business.
Mark Prendergast, a CFP and
CPA based in Fresno, Calif., makes
an interesting observation about the
expensing deduction. Some individuals take it who shouldn't. Individuals who have both a sideline business and wage income are often too
quick to use the Section 179 expensing election. Says Prendergast, "If
expensing an equipment purchase
results in a net loss for your business, that will reduce your income
tax liability on a dollar for dollar basis but not your self - employment
(SE) tax liability." Prendergast explains that the 15.3% SE tax stops
when your net income drops below
zero. For example, if your business
income is $10,000, the SE tax on
that income is $1,530. But if you ex48
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pense a $15,000 equipment purchase, and you only have $10,000 of
self - employment income to apply it
to, you'll only wipe out your self employment tax liability on
$10,000, not $15,000.So you're losing the ability to reduce your self employment tax liability on an additional $5,000. But if you depreciate the equipment purchase, you
won't get as much of a write -off this
year, but over a five -year period that
$15,000 purchase will offset your income and self - employment tax liability on $15,000.

ACCUMULATEDCORPORATE
EARNINGS
Small, family -owned corporations
often retain earnings within the
corporation rather than declaring a
dividend so they avoid the double
taxation of these earnings, i.e., initially as corporate earnings subject
to the corporate income tax and
then as personal income received by
the officers of the corporation
(your family members) through
corporate dividends that are subject
to individual income tax. There is a
$250,000 limit set on the amount of
accumulated earnings that a closely
held family corporation can have.
Any accumulated earnings in excess
of the $250,000 limit are subject to
a 39.6% penalty tax. To avoid incurring this tax, make sure by year's
end that you declare sufficient dividends to stay clear of the $250,000

limit. The only exception IRS allows to the $250,000 limit is if you
can show that the earnings are being retained in order to meet the
reasonable needs of your business.
Some examples of "reasonable
needs" are retaining the earnings in
your business to provide you with
the money you need for working
capital or future expansion. Another example is retaining the earnings
in order to purchase a facility that
you are currently renting. But if the
IRS challenges the retention of corporate earnings in excess of
$250,000, you'll have to be able to
document the business purposes
for which these excess retained
earnings are being held. If your
contention is that you're retaining
the excess earnings in order to acquire property, you'll need to have
documentation, such as cost estimates from builders, architects'
Plans, insurance estimates, etc., to
show that you were retaining excess
earnings for such a purpose. Without such documentation the IRS
will disallow your claim and impose
the penalty tax. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer
based in Silver Spring, Md., who
specializes in taxes, investments, and
business issues. He is a Certified
Internal Auditor and a Registered
Investment Advisor. You can reach
him at (301) 649 -6044 or
miltzall@pop.dn.net.
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For partnerships to
become something other
than a fad, finance and
other staff functions
must be perceived as

`\

e respect the individual and believe that individuals
who are treated with respect and given responsibility respond by giving their best."

This is more than a positive statement. It's a core value. Core values represent the beliefs and aspirations that are widely shared by

making a positive contribution to a company's
business objectives.

managers and employees within a business, in functional areas

5LL

such as finance, or throughout a company. Core values help define
the corporate culture, and the corporate culture determines how

BY STEPHEN F. JABLONSKY, CPA,
AND NOAH P. BARSKY, CMA, CPA
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people act inside the company.
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The core value we mentioned
belongs to MindSpring Enterprises.
Its core values of partnership with
employees, customers, and other
businesses were born a few years ago
when it was a small start -up. Those
core values were reinforced in its
recent merger with EarthLink, which
made it the second largest Internet
service provider (ISP) in the country.
"MindSpring is only the second
ISP to show a profit," says CFO Juliet
Reising. "Our frugal company culture, coupled with an environment
that fosters individual autonomy and
trust, results in a very effective and
low -cost operating structure," she
adds.
Reising says the company has
%I*, ,
been able to take recent acquisitions whose operations weren't
profitable and adapt them to
MindSpring's profitable business
model almost immediately.
"This would not be possible
without the company `living'
the core values and beliefs," she
concludes.
MindSpring offers a good example of the current management
trend toward "partnership." Partners
join together to accomplish common
objectives. They are responsible for
contributing individual skills and
expertise to the management team
and working in close cooperation
with other team members.
To many financial organizations,
partnership is an alien concept. For
years, the role of financial executives
and their organizations was discussed in terms of function. Little
attention was paid to how a company's management philosophy and
corporate culture might affect the
financial organization. The prevalent
attitude was: "We provide an independent financial review of the business operations. We do not need to
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get involved in the business.'
But the new partnership model is
changing the world of business and
therefore finance. The best way to
understand and benefit from this
change is to acknowledge it.

BUSINESSADVOCATES
It's indeed possible to do an independent review and get involved in
the business. Partners are still
responsible for maintaining the
integrity and objectivity of the
financial information. The only difference is they carry out this respon-

business strategy, financial control,
and shareholder accountability work
together.
In the Business Advocate model,
financial professionals are expected to:
• Know the business and be
involved,
• Think in terms of service and
involvement,
• Encourage wide use of financial
information,
• Integrate business operations
throughout the company, and
• Provide financial discipline for the
business operations.
In other words, Business Advocates make good partners.

CORPORATECOPS
the other end of the spectrum
are the Corporate Cops, who carry
out their financial responsibilities
independent of the business teams.
The Corporate Cop model works
well in corporate cultures that rely
on a system of functional checks and
balances to maintain management
control.
In a Corporate Cop environment,
"need to know" access to financial
information works against open
communication. Information is typically restricted to specific budget
categories within functional areas of
responsibility. Financial professionals are seen as scorekeepers and evaluators rather than educators and
integrators. No attempt is made to
link business strategy to shareholder
accountability through the financial
control system.
In the Corporate Cop model,
financial professionals are expected to:
• Administer rules and regulations,
• Think in terms of oversight and
surveillance,
• Limit access to information to a
"need to know" basis,
• Enforce compliance with policies
At

I

sibility as members of the
management team.
We refer to these financial professionals as Business Advocates.
The Business Advocate model
works well in corporate cultures
based on openness and trust, where
a premium is placed on good communication. Business Advocates
cooperate with other members of
their teams while carrying out their
financial responsibilities.
Financial managers and nonfinancial managers are held mutually
accountable for achieving business
objectives and hitting financial targets. In this type of environment,
managers are expected to know how

and procedures, and
• Monitor the collection and disclosure of information.
The difference between the two
models is as stark as the difference
between day and night. Business
Advocates emphasize service and
involvement, are considered to be
close to the business, and work to
build a shared understanding of the
economic issues that affect the success of the firm. They are also
expected to help meet the financial
targets included in their business
unit's strategic plan.
Corporate Cops emphasize
enforcing compliance with policies and procedures and providing scorekeeping services.
Corporate Cops focus on periodic financial reporting, and
they handle budget /variance
reporting.
The differences between
the two become even clearer
when we consider the core values underlying each model.

COREVALUES

5. What are the primary responsibilities of financial professionals?
Let's look at the principles put
forth by these questions one at a
time.
Management Operating Philosophy.
Like any other staff function, the
financial organization reflects corporate management's operating philosophy. Business Advocates are
expected to think in terms of integrating the business operations
throughout the company and providing financial discipline for the

1

The Business Advocate and Corporate Cop models reflect very different management operating
philosophies and broader corporate
cultures. Financial professionals
make different types of contributions in each environment.
Ask yourself these next five questions. Your answers will show you
which kind of organization you
work for.
1. What is the overall management
philosophy?
2. Who are financial professionals
trying to influence within the
company?
3. How do the financial professionals
get involved in the business?
4. What roles do financial professionals play in the organization?

business operations. Corporate Cops
are expected to think in terms
of oversight and surveillance and
administering the rules and
regulations.
Influence. The financial organization
is typically oriented to influence the
behavior of one of three groups: the
business units, top management, or
the regulators. Business Advocates
serve the members of the business
teams and senior managers responsible for achieving the business objectives. Corporate Cops provide
scorekeeping and record - keeping
services to top management from a
financial system that isn't used by
the business units. Financial infor-

mation must be reconciled to the
information used by the business
units to establish communications.
Involvement. Financial managers get
involved in the business in one of
three ways: through leadership and
service, by acting in an advisory
capacity, or providing technical supI port. Business Advocates get
involved in the business by providing financial leadership and service
and having a shared understanding
of the economic issues affecting the
company's success. Corporate Cops
don't get involved in the business.
They act in an advisory capacity,
providing an independent review,
oversight, and commentary on the
financial numbers.
Roles. Business Advocates and Corporate Cops play very different
roles inside their companies.
Business Advocates are expected
to provide leadership and
service by monitoring performance against the targets set for
the business units and helping
meet those targets. Corporate Cops
focus on monthly, quarterly, and periodic financial reporting and keeping
score against budget allocations.
Responsibilities. By definition, the
financial organization is responsible
for financial reporting. But the way
Business Advocates and Corporate
Cops discharge this responsibility
differs dramatically. Business Advocates look at cost and profitability
reporting within the context of
improving the bottom line for their
business. They focus on achieving
the objectives set for the business.
Corporate Cops are responsible for
budget /variance reporting and are
concerned with cost control (where
cost control really means expenditure control, living within the
budget). And they're concerned with
meeting closing deadlines.
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UPSTREAMORDOWNSTREAM?
The decision to become a Business
Advocate and be invited to become a
partner with the business managers
is really a timing decision. Do members of the senior management team
want financial professionals to get
involved "upstream" in the formulation and implementation of business
strategy or "downstream" in enforcing compliance and keeping score
for decisions made by someone else?
Business Advocates contribute
financial leadership and service,
integrate business operations, and
provide financial discipline for the
business units. These activities are
closely aligned to the formulation
and implementation of business
strategy.
Being close to the business, serving the business teams, promoting a
shared understanding of the business, and offering financial leadership and service give Business
Advocates real opportunities to
affect their company's success. The
term "simplify for success" is one
way of describing how financial professionals contribute to their business teams. Nonfinancial managers
rely on their financial counterparts
to serve as the link between the local
business operations and the broader
corporate organization.
Corporate Cops enforce compliance, engage in oversight and surveillance, and administer the rules
and regulations. These activities take
place after the company formulates
and implements business strategy.
Essentially, Corporate Cops are there
to make sure that managers and
employees are playing by the rules of
the game. The heavy emphasis on
scorekeeping limits the type of
advice that financial professionals
can offer.
Corporate Cops also oversee the
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budgeting process and monitor performance against budget allocations.
The emphasis is on tracking performance against decisions made by
other members of the management
team. Within a budgeting context,
"concern with cost control" translates into not spending more money
than was allocated during the budgeting process.
The Corporate Cop model runs
into trouble when financial success
can't be defined as, or limited to, living within the budget. When financial success is defined in terms of the
bottom line, relative performance
against the competition, and total
return to shareholders, companies
need a different model of financial
management.

you'll need to:
1. Determine the current perceptions
operating managers and financial
managers have of the financial
organization. Do these groups
share the same perceptions, or
does a "rhetoric /reality gap" exist
between them?
2. Have the business managers specify the core values they expect to
see the financial managers live by.
3. Develop a plan to get from here
(Corporate Cop) to there (Business Advocate).
4. Develop a list of skill sets and
mind -sets for Business Advocates.
5. Develop the recruiting, training,
and executive management programs needed to support a Business Advocate model of financial
management.

FROMFADTOFACT
Business Advocates have the potential to become business partners, but
Corporate Cops don't.
A company usually decides to
move to a Business Advocate model
when the business environment
becomes more dynamic and financial success can't be defined in terms
of living within budget constraints.
In a more dynamic business environment, financial success is typically defined in terms of sales or
revenue growth, meeting market
share objectives, and achieving
financial targets defined in terms of
profit margins, returns, and creating
shareholder value.
Without widespread internal
change, the term business partner
may be piled on the mound of other
management fads that have become
part of the rhetoric, but not part of
the reality, of business. To move the
concept from fad to fact, senior
management must make several
commitments and stick by them. If
you're part of senior management,

The CFO alone can't make the
decision to move from Corporate
Cops to Business Advocates. The
CEO, CFO, and the other senior
executives have to make this decision
together. If the CEO and other
senior executives support this decision to change, it has some chance of
success. If they don't, it will fail.
For a partnership to be created, all
parties involved have to agree to
join. Core values matter. ■
Stephen F. Jablonsky, Ph.D., CPA, is
the senior member of The Management Communications Group and a
faculty member at Penn State University. You can reach him at (814) 8656473 orjir@psu.edu.
Noah P. Barsky, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, is
a faculty member in the Department
of Accountancy at the College of
Commerce and Finance at Villanova
University. You can reach him at
(610) 519 -6272 or noah.barsky@
villanova.edu.
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Before you decide on the next project
management software package that's
"guaranteed" to turn your project nightmares
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ould your organization get stuck like this? Congress is still
debating the F -22 fighter project, which was first proposed
18 years ago. An eyebrow- raising amount— $ 2 0 billion —
has been spent on research and development alone. And, today, the
government has only two test planes and an expected price tag of $200
million per plane. In 1989, the House Appropriations Committee tried
to ground the project during the early stages of R &D but to no avail.
How did we get to this point, 10 years later, with a project whose
$70 billion total price tag is greater than this year's entire budget for
weapons? When a project takes years to complete, there's always the
possibility it may turn into a major money loser that an organization
just cannot kill. Being unable to eliminate an albatross project is
referred to as entrapment.
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entrapment.
When a project is started, the focus is on what its goals and costs
might be. Most characteristics that
can lead to entrapment have to do
with money. Certain financial factors
can virtually ensure entrapment at
this stage, especially when there are
large up -front costs, with no return
until the end of the project, coupled
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PSYCHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
There are four common psychological reasons that can lead to entrapment: over - optimism /illusion of
control, self - justification, framing,
and sunk costs.
OVER-OPTIMISM /ILLUSION OF
CONTROL. Managers often say their

cost - benefit projections are realistic,
yet they feel the need to "sell" their
project. As a result, the projections
are almost always rosy,
which lead to inflated
expectations for a project. In fact, research has
shown that people consistently overestimate
JL
i
revenues and underestiIMIR mate costs. Consider
Harrah's land -based
casino in New Orleans.
When trying to obtain
a license to operate,
Harrah's claimed annual revenue projections
of $800 million, which
then dropped to $400 million after
riverboat gaming was permitted. Yet
actual revenues were no more than
$1 million in the best month of the
casino's six-month life before Harrah's filed for bankruptcy in November 1997.
Additionally, people also think
they can control what happens to
their decisions once they're in place,
often neglecting external factors
such as the weather or changes in
economic conditions (such as cur-

rency devaluations or interest rate
changes).
SELF-JUSTIFICATION. Managers will

tend to commit more resources to a
losing project in order to justify their
initial investment decision. They also
tend to search for evidence that suggests the project should be continued but disregard evidence to the
contrary. For example, research indicates that problem loans are more
likely to be given extensions or additional loans by bank officers who
were responsible for making the
loans initially, as compared to decisions made by officers not responsible for the initial loan.
FRAMING. How a decision is per-

ceived can lead to entrapment. People who perceive a decision as
resulting in a positive outcome tend
not to chance "blowing it." People
who perceive a decision as resulting
in a
outcome will often take
a gamble to try to avoid the loss.
Research shows that managers making a restructuring decision tended
to be more conservative in their
decisions when the problem was
described positively as "saving jobs."
But when a restructuring decision
was couched in negative terms as
"losing jobs," managers were more
likely to make risky decisions, which
could harm the company.
negative

stage. As managers consider starting
a project, project characteristics,
such as the goals of the project and
its economics, are the overriding
concern in decision making. At this
time, entrapment can begin to occur.
As investment mounts toward the
middle of the project, psychological
and social factors, such as a need to
save face, kick in when decisions are
made. Commitment to
the project escalates,
which further increases
the likelihood of entrapment. As the project
1
begins to take on a life
of its own, organizational factors, such as
politics, drive entrapment. At this point,
there's almost no way
out of a project.
So what can you do
to avoid entrapment?
Let's look at the characteristics of this phenomenon to distill recommendations on how to
extricate your company from

with substantial closing costs. These
factors are typical of many construction and R &D projects, such as the
F -22. Additionally, as a project's
marginal costs begin to exceed its
marginal revenues, entrapment is
more likely to occur.

SUNK COSTS. To help justify their

decisions, managers may argue that
they should not waste money already
spent. The reality: Sunk costs should
influence decisions if you want
to avoid entrapment. Despite business education to the contrary, often
there's widespread misperception of
the relationship between spending
money (and other resources) and
the desired outcome.
not

So what's going on? The
entrapped F -22 argument is, "We've
already spent billions. How can we
throw away our investment ?"
Although government projects like
the F -22 seem particularly obvious
and outrageous, entrapment occurs
in the business world, too.
Entrapment can happen during
each stage of a project, with certain
factors coming into play during each

SOCIALCHARACTERISTICS
The social need to justify decisions
to others also plays a role in entrapment. You risk your reputation —and
possibly your desk —if you admit to
a mistake. Saving face becomes particularly urgent when managers have
to parade the end of a project in
front of a large audience. The result?
Social factors drive managers to
commit additional resources so they
can continue a project to avoid others' perceptions that they have failed.

ORGANIZATIONALCHARACTERISTICS

became apparent that it would be a

intervention.

big money loser.

CORPORATE IDENTITY. Corporate

DON'TGETTRAPPED

identity may also be tightly linked
with a failing segment. For example,
PanAm. sold off its profitable hotel
chain and valuable Pacific routes to
pay debts of the airline before filing
for bankruptcy. If corporate identity
had not been as closely associated
with the airline, the company might
have sold off the airline division and
stayed solvent.

Here's what you can do to help managers avoid or reduce entrapment:

Three factors— information flow, corporate identity, and politics— surface

POLITICS. Both inside and outside

in the third phase of entrapment.

the organization, politics also traps
companies. Within a company, affected executives may perceive a project to be a "sacred cow" and thus reject any attempts to change or eliminate it. Sometimes external
stakeholders may lead an organization into entrapment: Local businesses pressured the government of
British Columbia to continue with

INFORMATION FLO W. T h e wa y i n-

formation travels through a company contributes to entrapment. As
the size of an organization increases, constricted information flow
through the layers of authority may
impede withdrawal from a failing
project. Initial losses may not be

its disastrous Expo 86, even after it

large enough to appear on top
management's radar as requiring

BEATEACHER. Most organizations
don't think about entrapment. You
can let managers know the potential
exists to become trapped in a project.
Often, by simply knowing about it,
managers may be able to recognize
the factors that lead to entrapment
and thus avoid falling blindly into
decisions that harm the organization.
USE ACTIVE DECISION MAKING.

You should be alert to cheering
squads and uncritical enthusiasm for
the project. The approach to decision making should be rational and
systematic. You can play the devil's
advocate with managers to identify
the potential challenges in attaining
goals. To do this, consider playing
out several scenarios for possible

Ilk
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benefit analyses to determine if projected benefits would be worth the
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Remember also that individuals
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administrative renewals, such as with
the automatic billing of services that
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♦ Inertia
♦ Linkage of corporate Identity with problem ar
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Entrapment can occur with passive

requires active decisions to stop services. The practice of automatically
renewing project budgets falls into
this category as well. Zero -based
budgeting, which requires an active
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approach to continued commitment
of resources, is a valuable active
decision - making strategy that can
reduce entrapment.
If uncontrollable factors, such as economic shocks or natural disasters,
might produce a poor outcome for
a project, managers tend to become
more committed to a project. Because it can be difficult to identify
the "real" reasons for failure (e.g.,
whether failure is due to bad luck
or more to unrealistic projections),
entrapment is more likely to occur.
Again, you can assist managers by
working through various scenarios
for project costs and revenues
(best, worst, and average cases) to
differentiate the relative contribution of bad luck versus poor planning. Understanding how little of
the problem may really lie in bad
luck lets managers make more rational decisions about continuing
commitments.
CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES.

SET LIMITS UP FRONT.

You can suggest that managers set a cap on the
resources to be invested before embarking on a project. Once the limit
is reached, it is much easier to reconsider the value and expected benefits
of further investment and then decide to discontinue the project, if
necessary. The limit provides a justifiable escape route for managers if
the project does not attain the
desired goals.
This approach can be particularly
effective when others, such as upper
management, know the limits. But
keep in mind two caveats about limit
setting: (1) Don't study the problem
to death. (2) Don't set the limit too
high because managers may feel
committed to spending until they
reach the limit.
60
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BE A W ET BLANKET.

Everyone tends
to seek evidence that confirms the
"correctness" of an initial decision
rather than to seek evidence that
might suggest otherwise. You can
remind managers of all the things
that could go wrong in the project
and determine an exit strategy to get
out so the company can save
resources (and perhaps itself). Also,
obtaining perspectives from managers who aren't responsible for the
initial decision can be eye opening.
Many organizations use a review
panel or another manager to
approve renewal decisions, but the
rubber - stamping of lower -level decisions also needs to be avoided.
REFRAME DECISIONS.

You can
counsel managers on how to frame
their decision to end a losing project.
Sunk costs almost always come into
play, and many managers don't
know how to defend themselves
against the argument of "So much
has been spent, how can we throw
this investment away ?" Tell the manager to emphasize future cost savings. In self - defense, managers need
to carefully frame their decisions as
ultimately "saving resources" rather
than as "losing resources." With this
approach, a change of mind may not
be held against the manager.
Here's an example of framing from
the history books: Both Kennedy and
Reagan were able to remove troops
from the Bay of Pigs and Beirut,
respectively, even though both Presidents said they were committed to
keeping troops in place. By reframing
their withdrawals as being prudent in
saving lives and money, these Presidents were able to maintain public
confidence. Likewise, the opponents
of the F -22 project have framed their
arguments against renewal by focusing on the need to put the money

into better pay for pilots, spare parts,
and refurbished jets.
EVALUATE THE APPROACH TO

In some organizations, managers who stick to their
guns —even if doing so harms the
organization— receive better evaluations than managers who experiment with different approaches. This
creates a paradox: If a manager
chooses not to pursue a failing project, then the organization is better
off, but the manager may be perceived as being "wishy- washy."
EVALUATIONS.

JUDGEDECISIONPROCESS,
NOTOUTCOME
Managers would be less likely to
become entrapped if their performance were judged on their decision
process rather than on the outcome
of their decisions. You can work with
top management to create reward
systems that value good decision
processes instead of only good outcomes. This would require collecting
information on how the decisions
were made, e.g., did the manager
gather data to confirm as well as disconfirm the decision? With this
approach, upper management can
establish an environment where managers can get out of a failing project
before it brings the organization
down. ■
Daphne Main, CPA, Ph.D., is an
associate professor and Carolyn L.
Lousteau, A.D., an assistant professor, both ofaccounting, at the University ofNew Orleans. Daphne's research focuses on decision making
under uncertainty. You can reach
Daphne at (504) 280 -7150 or
dmain @uno.edu. Carolyn's research
interests include health care financing.
She is available at (504) 280 -6433 or
cloustea@uno.edu.
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you're responsible for any purchasing decisions for your
company, chances are you may be leasing equipment right
now or you ma y be considering leasing in the future.

Depending on your level of experience with them, lease agreements
may seem crammed with often dense, impenetrable legalese. Not to

worry. Once you understand the terms and clauses included in a typical lease and their primary purpose, you'll be able to save yourself and
your company a few headaches and perhaps a few dollars.
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When we describe the provisions of
various leases, we're going to use "you" or
"your company" where "lessee" would be
inserted in the real lease document.

A LEASE OFTEN DESCRIBES THE LESSEE'S
OBLIGATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE USE AND
DISPOSITION OF THE LEASED GOODS WHILE

TERM OF THE LEASE A lease will contain

a provision or other language that describes the initial period of time during
which the lessee (you) is permitted to use
the equipment. Many leases state that this
"initial term" begins when you receive the
equipment or when you sign a delivery
and acceptance certificate. Most leases that
have a definite initial term will contain a
clause that says you can't cancel the lease
during that initial term. This means you
can't cancel the lease until the time you
said you needed the equipment —which is
clearly outlined by the lease terms —is
over. A lease may also provide for renewal
or extension of the lease time period. Such
renewals may be automatic or may require
you, the lessee, to notify the lessor of your
intent to renew the term.
RENTAL AND OTHER PAYMENTS A lease also will contain

a provision that describes the rental and other payments
you're required to pay the lessor during the term of the
lease. Most leases require you to make monthly rental
payments, but the rent for some more specialized leases
may be payable on a quarterly or semiannual basis. Besides describing the frequency of the rental payments,
leases often specify whether you have to pay these monies
in advance or in arrears.
Many leases also provide that your company will be
responsible for paying all taxes, assessments, filing fees,
insurance, and other costs associated with possessing,
operating, owning, and leasing the leased equipment. Put
another way, that's all taxes except for any income taxes
that the lessor would have to pay in connection with the
lease. Such language is referred to as "net lease" language.
SECURITY DEPOSITS It's fairly common for a lease to re-

quire you to pay the lessor a security deposit. This security deposit will serve as collateral for the payment and
performance of your obligations to the lessor and often
will be used to satisfy the final rental payments and other
monetary obligations under the lease at the end of its
term. A security deposit clause also might discuss when
62
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IN THE POSSESSION OF THE LESSEE

and how the deposit will be applied and
whether it may need to be replenished.
INTEREST AND LATE CHARGES Most leases require you to pay interest or late charges if payments
are made. Grace periods in connection with such interest
and late charges vary from lease to lease.
RENEWAL AND PURCHASE OPTIONS Renewal or purchase

options —and the length of notice you have to give the
lessor before you exercise these options —may be defined in
the lease. Run the lease through your management accountants and attorneys since the structure of a renewal or purchase option could affect the treatment of a lease under tax,
accounting, and commercial law.
Many leases contain "fair market value" purchase
options. These state you will be entitled to buy the equipment you've leased for the fair market value of those
goods when the lease expires — unless you've defaulted in
any way. Another common feature is a "fair rental value"
renewal option for the "fair rental value" of those goods
at the conclusion of the lease. Your lease also may require
you to pay any taxes or other charges that are incurred in
connection with the sale of the leased goods.
"HELL AND HIGH WATER" CLAUSES Many leases involving

a lessor who isn't the manufacturer or other vendor of the
leased equipment contain a clause that requires you to pay
the lessor or its assignee all rent and other amounts due
under the lease "absolutely and without any conditions.'

Fclau

According to these so -called
"hell or high water"
ses, y ou won't be able
fse to pay or assert any
setoff against your obligations under the lease even if the leased equipment is or becomes damaged, defective, obsolete, or otherwise unavailable for your use, or the lessor breaches its
obligations to you under the lease (provided you'll be entitled to begin an action against the lessor for any damages
you may incur as a result).
Most leases contain a provision acknowledging that you have inspected and unconditionally accepted the leased goods. Some also provide
that your receipt of the leased goods for a specific period
of time will conclusively demonstrate that fact. Many
leases also require you to sign a separate delivery and acceptance certificate that serves the same purpose.
DELIVERY AND ACCEPTANCE

and disposition of the leased goods while they're in your
possession. Frequently, you'll be required to: (a) maintain
the leased equipment in good condition and repair; (b)
use and operate the leased equipment only in compliance
with the manufacturers' manuals and guidelines, any insurance policies and other agreements that may be binding on you, and applicable law; and (c) not sell, lease, or
otherwise dispose of the leased equipment without the
prior written consent of the lessor. The lease may also require you to buy a maintenance and service contract
from the manufacturer of the leased goods.
ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO LEASED
EQUIPMENT It's also common

for leases to preclude you
from making any alterations to the leased equipment without the lessor's prior written consent. And many leases

10 QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD
ASK BEFORE SIGNING A LEASE
The Equipment Leasing Association recommends that you ask
the following 10 questions before signing a lease. These questions take into account the "before, during, and after" stages of a
lease.
BEFORE
1. How am I planning to use this equipment in my business,

It's very common for a lease to
contain a provision that says the lessor will remain the legal owner of the leased equipment during the lease term
and that you will acquire only the leasehold interest and
other rights with respect to the equipment specifically described in the lease. But the mere recitation that the lessor
holds title and that the lease is a "true lease" and not a
"lease intended as security" won't be conclusive if the
economic facts of the lease indicate otherwise.
TITLE TO LEASED GOODS

and how long will I need it?
2. Does the leasing representative understand my business
and how this transaction helps me do business?
DURING
3. What is the total lease payment, and are there any other costs
I could incur before the lease ends?
4. What happens if I want to change this lease or end the
lease early?
5. How am I responsible if the equipment is damaged or de-

ABSENCE OF LIENS, SECURITY INTERESTS, AND
ENCUMBRANCES Many leases require you to keep the
leased equipment free and clear of all liens, security interests, and "encumbrances of any kind" except for those belonging to or caused by the lessor. Various tax, mechanic's,
materialman's, and landlord's liens may be asserted against
the leased equipment based on your actions or omissions
even though the lessor retains title to the leased equipment
and you possess only a leasehold interest in that property.

stroyed?
6. What are my obligations for the equipment (such as insurance, taxes, and maintenance) during the lease?
7. Can I upgrade the equipment or add equipment under this
lease?
AFTER
8. What are my options at the end of the lease?
9. What are the procedures I must follow if I choose to return
the equipment?
10. Are there any extra costs at the end of the lease?

A lease
often describes your obligations with respect to the use
USE AND DISPOSITION OF LEASED EQUIPMENT
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BE N E F IT S OF LE ASIN G
1. Purchasing power. Lease financing lets you acquire more

T H E LE ASI N G AD V IS O R
Learn the ABCs of leasing before signing on the dotted line by
visiting the Equipment Leasing Association's "Leasing Advisor"

and /or higher -end equipment.
2. Balance sheet management. Certain types of leases help

website at http: // elaonline .com /LsgAdvsr /]MAHome.cfm.

you manage the balance sheet better and improve the over-

Check out this site to discover why you should lease equip-

all financial picture by conserving operating capital and free-

ment, some of the benefits of leasing, differences between a

ing up working capital and bank credit lines for inventory, ex-

lease and a loan, a glossary of leasing and financing terms,

pansion, and emergencies.

and more. The "Leasing Advisor" exists to help you make an in-

3. 100% financing. With leasing, there's no down payment. The

formed decision for your business. The Equipment Leasing As-

term of the lease can be matched with the useful life of the

sociation also has published a book on leasing called Execu-

equipment.

tive's Guide to Lease Documentation ( available for purchase

4. Asset management. In providing the use of equipment for
specific periods of time at fixed payments, a lease assumes

by calling ELA at (703) 527 -8655. The book is $40 for ELA
members and $45 for nonmembers).

and manages the risks of equipment ownership. At the end
of the lease, the lessor disposes of the equipment.
5. Service additions. Many lessees choose to structure their
leases to include installation, maintenance, and other services, if needed.
6. Tax treatment. Leasing offers you the option of deducting
100% of the lease payment as a business expense.
7. Upgraded technology. Leasing gives companies the ability to
keep pace with technology. You can upgrade or add equip-

sumptions regarding the lease transaction. In addition,
they also make you agree to tell the lessor about any exceptions to the representations and warranties. And the
lease often will grant the lessor the right to declare an
"event of default" and enforce its rights under the lease if
you violate those representations and warranties under
the lease.

ment to meet ever - changing needs.
8. Specialized assistance. Lessors are specialists in equipment
leasing and financing, and they understand capital equipment markets.
9. Flexibility. There are a variety of leasing products available, so
you can customize a program to address needs and requirements, such as cash flow, budget, transaction structure,
cyclical fluctuations, etc.
10. Proven equipment - financing option. Over 30% of all capital
equipment in the U.S. is acquired through leasing. In fact,
eight out of 10 companies lease their equipment.

provide that any repairs, alterations, replacements, and improvements made to the leased equipment will belong to
the lessor and become subject to the terms and conditions
of the lease whether or not the lessor consents to them.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Most leases require you to make various "representations and warranties
to the lessor," which means you have to tell the lessor
about your business and what you plan to do with the
equipment or goods you're leasing. The purpose of these
representations and warranties is to provide the lessor
with your written assurance of certain fundamental as64
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UCC FILINGS AND SIM ILAR DOCUMENTS

The lease often
will state that you have the obligation to execute and deliver to the lessor any financing statements, fixture filings,
and similar instruments the lessor may reasonably request. When filed properly, these instruments tell third
parties what the lessor's rights are under the lease. In addition, many leases require you, when the lessor requests,
to deliver landlord and /or mortgagee waivers t o the lessor
in connection with the leased goods. These documents
attempt to provide the lessor with comfort that the landlord or mortgage holder where the leased goods are located won't assert a claim against the leased equipment.
LOSS OR DAMAGE TO LEASED EQUIPMENT

It's common
for a lease to require you to assume all risk of loss or damage to the leased equipment during the term of the lease.
INSURANCE Many leases also require you to provide the
lessor with certain types of insurance coverage to protect
it from your negligence or damage to the leased goods.
These insurance policies often cover any general liability
that could be asserted against the owner and operator of
the leased equipment as well as all risks of loss and damage to the leased goods.

RETURN OF LEASED EQUIPMENT It's common for a lease

AFINALREMINDER

to require you, at your expense, to return the leased
equipment to the lessor when the lease expires or if you
terminate the lease before it expires (unless you decide to

A lease may also contain additional provisions that fit on
one side of one page or extend to dozens of pages,
depending on the complexity of the transaction. The
provisions we covered are just a brief summary of typical
terms and conditions of a lease. They aren't at all a
detailed, much less exhaustive, analysis of this subject.
Just remember that all leases should have the primary
purpose of setting forth the terms of agreement between
you and the company/person from which you are leasing

buy the leased goods). If you don't return the equipment,
the lessor can charge you for additional holdover rents
and other damages.
EVENTS OF DEFAULT AND REMEDIES The "default" or
"events of default" section of a lease identifies the circumstances under which you forfeit your right to continue using the leased equipment and empowers the lessor to exercise one or more of the "remedies" to which it is entitled
under that document or applicable law. The "remedies"
section of the lease describes the actions the lessor can
take when an "event of default" occurs.
INDEMNIFICATION It's also common for leases to require you to pay and to not hold the lessor responsible
for the loss of any anticipated tax or other economic
benefits of the bargain set forth in connection with the
lease transaction.

goods. ■
Edited by ELA Member James G. Froberg, senior vice
president and general counsel of LINC Capital, Inc.,
Chicago. Jim can be reached by e-mail at: jfroberg @linccap.com. The Equipment Leasing Association is a nonprofit organization headquartered in Arlington, Va.,
representing more than 800 member companies that provide a variety of asset -based financial products, primarily
equipment leasing. In 1998, equipment leasing was estimated to be a $183- billion industry. Visit ELA's website
at: http: / /elaonline.com.
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too high -speed and competitive to allow anything to nudge you out of a winning position.
That's exactly why so many top decision makers are turning to Dekker TRAKKERTm ABC /ABM. Helping
businesses and government agencies establish and maintain control of their objectives is what Dekker
TRAKKERTM is all about. TRAKKERTIM is the cost management system that truly embraces the
ABC /ABM disciplines, allowing you to take charge of your territory with unparalleled speed and accuracy.
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Houston'sRestaurantsfindBest
RecipeforFixedAssetManagement
or more than 20 years, HousAutomateddepreciationand
ton's Restaurants has honored
reporting tools save time,
a single commitment —to coneliminate errors
sistently serve great food with style.
As new items are purchased, corpoThat commitment has paid off —the
rate accountant Debbie Geisel incorprivately owned company now opporates them into Best! Imperativ
erates 45 restaurants
Asset Accounting
You are what you
nationwide.
where she can track the
Houston's knows
own —Best Software value and calculate the
that with steady
depreciation of each
helps a national
growth comes more
locations' fixed aseatery value,
fixed assets. Currently,
sets —a practice critical
the chain owns more
depreciate, and report to Houston's business
than 25,000 items —
its fixed assets, from strategy. This way,
ranging from artwork
Houston's can manage
bar
stools
to
lamp
to kitchen equipindividual store exshades.
ment —that must be
penses and maintain
valued and depreciataccurate profit and loss
ed regularly.
sheets for each site.
Ms. Geisel likes the software's flexAhistoryofchoosing thebest
ibility. It easily sets up multiple
Houston's Restaurants had been usbooks to view assets in different
ing FAS''" asset accounting solutions
ways for distinct purposes. She can
since 1993 when it started using
instantly see what's on hand at a speFAS 2000T'. In April 1998, the comcific restaurant. Or she can use the
pany wanted to move to a
software to forecast depreciation for
client /server environment and Best
the year ahead.
Software® was there with its Best!
In addition, Ms. Geisel relies heavImperativ Asset AccountingT°'.
ily on the software's reporting capaHouston's chose Best! Imperativ
bilities. Depreciation reports are
Asset Accounting because of its scalgenerated monthly for internal reability, which is essential to a rapidly
porting and annually for year -end
growing company. And, as a client/
taxes. But more important are the
server application, the software more
built -in, automated depreciation
easily delivers centralized control
capabilities that increase productiviover Houston's fixed assets at all 45
ty and improve accuracy. Best!
locations.
Imperativ Asset Accounting saves
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CUSTOMER
Houston's Restaurants — operating
45 restaurants nationwide.
CHALLENGE
To effectively manage more than
25,000 assets at 45 locations.
SOLUTION
Best! Imperativ Asset Accounting.
RESULTS
Houston's can instantly see what's on
hand at a specific restaurant.
Increased productivity and accuracy
with built -in, automated depreciation
capabilities.
By tracking assets by restaurant, Houston's can manage individual store expenses and maintain accurate profit
and loss sheets for each location.
Houston's is prepared to manage anticipated asset growth in the coming
years.

800-368 -2405
www.bestsoftware.com
time and eliminates errors.
As Houston's numbers grow, it
will be even more important for the
company to value and depreciate
fixed assets accurately and efficiently.
By moving from FAS 2000 to Best!
Imperativ Asset Accounting, Houston's fixed asset software will grow
with the company. ■
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IRS depreciation laws
declining balance
calculations
This ain't no place
M
for a spreadsheetoS

Get FAS Asset Accounting- from�Best�Software�—�and�get�control�of�your�fixed�assets.�Managing
fixed assets on a spreadsheet is a losing proposition. You lose accuracy, time, money (and probably
a good amount of hair). Well, the Dark Ages are over, thanks to FAS Asset Accounting. It easily handles
what most spreadsheets wouldn't dream of doing without plenty of overtime pay. Complex depreciation
calculations are a snap. Keeping track of tax law changes is simple, not nerve - wracking. And with
easy -to -use standard reports, you strategically analyze, not just compile, data. All this comes from the
undisputed leader in fixed asset management solutions, with 16 years experience and 25,000 customers
worldwide. Call now for a Free 30 -day trial. 800 - 368 -2405. Or visit www.bestsoftware.com /fast.

www.bestsoftware.com /fasl
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THISNEWWAYOFOPERATING
LETSYOUTAILORPRODUCTS
ANDSERVICESFORINDIVIDUAL
CUSTOMERS.ANDTHEREARE
•••

NUMEROUSTOOLSAVAILABLE
TOHELPYOU.
ng

°•

L
q91
q&

PR(El
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TO BE COMPETITIVE, companies
need to offer products and services
made to order for each of their customers. Professional services firms —
such as business consulting, architect
construction, and engineering —have
always provided customized solutions. But now information technology makes it possible for most

BY CYNTHIA LEROUGE, CPA

industries to offer tailored solutions
on a broad scale.
"Internal" customers also want
individual solutions, especially when
organizational teams are seeking to
satisfy sophisticated intercompany
needs. For example, many companies require dedicated solutions
from internal information technolo-

•••

gy teams in addressing such issues as
accounting requirements, Eurocurrency issues, or multimedia staff
training programs.
What makes a solution customized? Just about anything,
including a unique collection of
human resources organized as a
project team, a bundle of different
N ovem b er 1 9 9 9
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With so many professional service
and high -tech industries becoming
more project- centric to meet the
demands of their external and internal customers, a new type of management is developing that aligns
corporate goals with these project based activities. It's called management by projects.
This isn't the same as project
management. Managing by projects
means financial professionals and
other executives use a global perspective to strategize and analyze
operations by looking at project
information. This perspective arms
them with the knowledge to make
70
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Project Management is:

Management by Projects Is:

• The direction and management of a
project

• The integration, prioritization, communication, and continuous control of
multiple projects

• A discipline

• An operating environment

• Project -wide

• Enterprise -wide

• A tactical issue

• A strategic issue

real -time adjustments to strategy
when key indicators show a shift is
necessary.
Artemis Management Systems
offers a useful comparison shown in
the sidebar above.
I'm sure that, as astute financial
professionals, you're aware of the
benefits your organization can
derive from employing good man agement-by- projects techniques.
Maximizing profitability often
means looking beyond the categorization of costs and revenues provided by a financial statement and
into the effectiveness and net profit
associated with each project. Ultimately, profitability rests on the
successful management and control

ULTM
I ATELY,
PROF
TIAB
L
T
IY
RESTS
ON
THE
SUCCESSFUL
MANAGEMEN
A
TND
CONTROO
LY
FOUR
COMPANY
S
C
'OLLECT
O
IN,
OF
PROTECTS.
/r

TAKINGASTRATEGICAPPROACH

COMPARISONOFPROJECTMANAGEMENTAND
MANAGEMENTBYPROJECTS

vy

services that can range from development to installation to training, or
the willingness to provide the service
or good according to a customer specified timetable.
Often the best strategy for providing such customized solutions is
a project approach. Unlike traditional manufacturing processes or
retained time services, projects are
temporary and have defined budgets
and time schedules. In fact, the Project Management Institute defines a
project as: A temporary endeavor
undertaken to create a unique product or service.
"Many professional firms simply
do not view themselves as project
based —so the entire concept of
management by projects catches
them off guard. However, once we
are able to show them how a project
system works, it quickly becomes
clear that they actually are project centric and this kind of approach to
managing their business can help
ensure they continue to operate very
profitably," Matt Fogo, managing
director of sales for the Midwest
Region, Deltek Systems, Inc., says.

2

of your company's collection of
projects.
Your company especially can
benefit when senior executives
understand the strategic uses of
management by projects. Here are
some examples I compiled from
interviews with industry executives
who employ a management -byprojects philosophy in their
organizations:
Strategic Marketing. With good project financial information, marketing
executives can look across all projects to identify profitable types of
clients /projects and aggressively target those for future business. Conversely, they can identify losers and
avoid them.
Profit Planning. With accurate project
data for past years, financial executives can build more accurate forecasts and budgets for future years. It's
a constructive approach where each
project is a building block used to
assemble the corporate financial
vision. This aggregated projects
approach provides insight, accuracy,
and sometimes a level of accountability that can't usually be achieved
with more traditional top -down general ledger accounting or departmental budgeting.
Empowerment of Project Managers.
Project managers who can access
timely, complete project information
can manage a greater number of
projects with greater success. Greater

efficiency leads to leveraged
resources as well as higher- quality
customer work.
Strategic Resource Allocation. In
many technologically advanced
industries, the availability of skilled
labor has become a critical constraint because resources are scarce
and geographically dispersed. With
detailed employee and project information, resources (both human and
material) can be allocated more efficiently across projects.
The skills required for managing
by projects across an enterprise can
be complex as can the information
you'll glean. When you're managing
by projects, you accumulate and
summarize information about individual projects. On the basis of this
aggregated data, you can analyze
projects from various angles to
determine criteria for success. Now
there are many project software tools
available that let you do such things
as "roll up" individual project information by parameters such as the
project manager assigned, the time
frame, or the customer. Frequently,
drill-down capabilities are also available from inquiries or online
reports. Good managers in project centric organizations track key project indicators carefully so they can
make real -time adjustments as needed. And this means having the right
tools and the right knowledge. If you
aren't that familiar with project
management, take a look at the list
of terms and definitions on p. 72.

PROJECTPHASES
All projects have five basic phases
that you'll need to understand:
1. Initiation,
2. Planning,
3. Execution,
4. Controlling and monitoring, and
5. Closing the project.

THESKILLS
REQUIREDFOR
MANAGINGBY A
PROJECTSACROSSA
ENTERPRISECAN
BECOMPLEX.

Initiation. Before anyone initiates a

project, management should set general vision or mission statements to
identify the types of projects most
desirable for the company in terms
of objective, duration, and budget.
This is often called the "target market," and the statements can include
general budget or cost - benefit
(internal project) guidelines. A man agement-by- projects approach provides executives with information
about past and current projects that
they can use to evaluate risk and
profit (or cost/benefit for internal
projects) potential for major undertakings.
Planning Phase. Executive plans or
philosophies usually dictate the
selection of project managers or service managers who'll have the direct
authority to run projects. Existing
staff members with other responsibilities may fill this role, or professional project managers may be
needed. Project management has
become a fast - growing, recognized
profession with its own standards
and certifications. The ideal project
manager would have finance and
accounting knowledge, operational

planning skills, organizational structure knowledge, communication
skills, time management, problem solving, negotiating, and even stress
management skills.
Management may identify guidelines associated with "deliverables"
for this phase and even provide
work breakdown structure templates that reflect the successful
organization of activities of similar
previous projects or amended
strategies. The work breakdown
templates direct the project manager
in assigning costs, labor resources,
projected revenues, material
resources, time duration, and other
project components. Complexity
and duration usually determine the
level of detail required. This is a
crucial —and one of the most difficult —parts of a project. The planning efforts around the work
breakdown structure may result in
estimates, bids, PERT and Gantt
charts, detailed project budgets,
resource schedules, and other such
directional reports. Executives can
aggregate the planning information
to determine where time conflicts,
resource conflicts, or resource shortage issues may exist so changes can
be made with no compromise to
revenue or increase in costs.
Execution and Controlling Phases.

Project managers (at a detail level)
and executives (at a global level)
review resource utilization, estimates
to complete, variance analysis costs
curve analysis, and time and expense
reports. Networked and Web enabled project systems facilitate
prompt, accurate time and expense
reporting, and they communicate
status and project issues to management when face -to -face meetings
aren't possible or cost effective.
Often, key alert rules and routing
may be automated with project softNovember 1 9 9 9
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ware applications to expedite management action in critical situations.
Closing Phase. This phase is a final
determination of quality and means
that no additional work is required
to meet customer or internal needs.
The goal of this phase is to achieve
formal consensus that the project
has been completed. Though this
may seem rudimentary, executives
may require this formality to ensure
that profits or cost control of projects aren't chipped away when people disagree regarding project
completion.
As a last piece, executives may, by
policy, request that project managers
ensure that all project information,
including team member skills and
experience, is updated in appropriate
databases for future planning

PROJECTMANAGEMENTTERMSGUIDE
TERM
Budgeting and

Automates the process of planning revenues, funding, and expenditures

Forecasting System

and monitoring actual performances to predictions.

Critical Path Method

The Critical Path Method (CPM) is a way of viewing the project to determine the
scheduling of activities in order to determine the completion date of the project.
This path is critical because it involves the activities with the longest duration and
cannot afford any delays without affecting the target completion date.

Critical Task /Activity

Task /activity that must be finished on schedule for a project to finish on time

Deliverables

Reports or some form of formal notification that an activity is complete.

Duration

The length of time needed to finish an activity, task, or project.

Estimates to
Complete

The amount of time or money needed to finish an activity or project— computed
before the project or activity is started.

Float

The amount of time that an activity can slip past its finish date without affecting
the project's finish date.

Gantt Chart

Histogram

A graphic display of resource usage over a period of time. It is used to identify resource usage and to detect over or under usage. The resource usage is displayed
in vertical bars.

Indirect Cost

Job

Resources expended that are not directly identified to any specific contract,
project, product, or service.
A category or grouping of a series of events (activities) within a project or a subproject. Each job contains one or more activities.

Key Alerts

User - defined rules that trigger a notification in project software to be brought to
the attention of a user.

Lag

The time delay between the finish of an activity and the start of its successor(s).

Lead

The amount of time an activity can start before its predecessor has finished.

THETOOLS
Obviously, project software tools are
critical and can enhance a project's
success in many ways. For instance,
they:
• Provide an efficient and expansive
project - planning format. "Executives have a better understanding
of which employees and services
are providing the greatest contribution to profit and which of
these is costing the company the
most," says David W. Marvin, president of Wind2.
• Enhance communication among
team members.
• Provide database monitoring and
alerting capabilities according to
established business rules, which
find exceptions and trends in project performance and notify individuals of missed milestones, cost
overruns, and other key information.
• Serve as a resource management
tool.
STRATEGIC FINANCE

A time - phased graphic display of activity durations. It is also referred to as a bar
chart. Activities are listed with other tabular information on the left side with time
intervals over the bars. Activity durations are shown in the form of horizontal bars.

purposes.
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Milestone

A task that indicates the beginning, a completion, or a significant event in a project.

Milestone Billing

Billings to customers which occur only after designated milestones have been
achieved.

Mission Statement

Brief summary, approximately one or two sentences, that sums up the background,
purposes, and benefits of the project.

Modeling Tools

Simulating a condition or activity by performing a set of equations on a set of data.

Must Finish /Start

A finish or start date imposed upon an activity by external constraints.

Network

A view of project data in which the project logic is the sole determinant of the
placements of the activities in the drawing. Frequently called a flowchart, PERT
chart, logic drawing, or logic diagram.

Performance
Report

An internal report that compares actual cost and revenue amounts with budgeted
amounts and identifies the differences between them as favorable or unfavorable
variances.

Predecessor

An activity that must be completed (or be partially completed) before a specified
activity can begin. The combination of all predecessors and successors relationships among the project activities forms a network. This network can be analyzed
to determine the critical path and other project scheduling implications.

Program Evaluation
and Review
Technique (PERT)

A project management technique for determining how much time a project
needs before it is completed. Each activity is assigned a best, worst, and most
probable completion time estimate. These estimates are used to determine the
average completion time. The average times are used to figure the critical path and
the standard deviation of completion times for the entire project.

Project Accounting
Software

Software that gathers revenue and cost information associated with a project.
It has accounting and billing capabilities to manage projects.

e

Applying work breakdown models to assess time and resource requirements,

and Planning

budget revenues, and costs to produce quality proposals.

Project Management
Software

paths, performs PERT calculations, and provides time estimates.

Project Manager

The individual who is in charge of the project.

Project Progress

Review of planned, actual, and remaining time and costs to complete a project;

Management

includes discovery and analysis of variances.

Project Revenue
Recognition

Accurately recognizing revenue in compliance with accounting policies and
standards while conforming to contract obligations of the project, especially in

•

Project Estimating

Software that automates resource allocation, creates schedules, charts critical

I
I
I

terms of billing.
Resource

An item required to accomplish an activity. Resources can be people, equipment,
facilities, funding, or anything else needed to perform the work of a project

Scheduling

The process of determining when project activities will take place depending on defined durations and precedent activities. Schedule constraints specify when an ac
tivity should start or end based on duration, predecessors, external predecessor relationships, resource availability, or target dates.

Scope

The sum of work content of a project.

Sequence

The order in which activities will occur with respect to one another. This establishes
the priority and dependencies between activities. Successor and predecessor relationships are developed in a network format. This allows those involved in the project to visualize the workflow.

Slippage

The amount of slack or float time used up by the current activity due to a delayed
start. If an activity without float is delayed, the entire project will slip.

Stakeholders

The people who have either initiated the project, have an interest in seeing the project completed, or will be affected by the results of the project.

Starting Activity

An activity that has no predecessors. It does not have to wait for any other activity
to start.

Successor

Any activity which cannot be started until a previous activity is either completed or
partially completed.

Super - Critical
Activity

An activity that is behind schedule. It has been delayed to a point where its float
is calculated to be a negative value. The negative float is representative of the num•

ber of units of time an activity is behind schedule.
Target Completion
Date

A date which contractors of a project strive toward for completion of the

Target Date

Date imposed on an activity or project by the user. There are two types of target

$

activity.

dates: target start dates and target finish dates.
•

One of the planned steps of an activity. An element of work performed during the

Task

course of a project.
Task Linking
Variance Analysis

Connecting activities together in a precedence network.

I
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DEFINITION

TERM

Provide contract management
capabilities such as document control, change -order updates, and
contact records.
Enhance reporting to information
systems, financial, and other key
managers in flexible levels and
methods of summation and detail.
Information can be summarized
by project, customer, line Of business, geographic locations, project
manager, companies (multi -comparry environment), project category, Or others. Alternatively, an
application can provide more custornized information. For exam ple, Deltek's project solutions offer
an interactive customized report ing feature that lets executives
specify parameters such as project
manager, region, and business line
that will show both actual and
budget figures for aggregated projects in a familiar format. Paradigm
Corporation offers project -based
sales and accounts receivable aging
analysis as well as client, project,
and practice -based profitability
analysis reports.
Afford an efficient means for flexibility and accuracy in meeting
billing, costing,
project specific
P
and revenue recognition methods.
Provide the means to review
groups of projects to determine
confidence or risk factors.

A process of examining the differences between estimated or budgeted and actual
revenues or costs.

Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS)

A tool for defining the hierarchical breakdown and work in a project. It is developed
by identifying the highest level of work in the project. These major categories are
broken down into smaller components. The subdivision continues until the lowest
required level of detail is established. These end units of the WBS become the
activities in a project. Once implemented, the WBS facilitates summary reporting at
a variety of levels.

Workflow

The relationship of the activities in a project from start to finish. Workflow takes into
consideration all types of activity relationships.

Freedman.

Management

Definitions fromWelcom Project Management Glossary, Design Data Systems Glossary, A Guide to the Project Management
Institute and The Computer Glossary: The Complete Illustrated Dictionary
BodyofKnowledge by the Project
byAlan

During the project planning
phase, you can use software to establish the work breakdown structure,
create timelines, assign resources,
budget costs, prepare estimates, and
perform what -if analysis. During the
execution and controlling phases,
you can use software to accumulate
actual costs and revenues, monitor
progress to plans, generate charts
and reports such as estimates -tocomplete, and adjust plans based on
November 1 9 9 9
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Establish project
WBSofprojecttasks

Determinetaskdurations,
interdependencies
(or other relationships)
andidentifymilestones
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Assignhuman
resources totasks

Assignmaterialsand
equipment totasks

Reviewandcommunicateprojectplans
in theform ofGantt charts, flowcharts,
calendars, resource schedules, budgets,
andotherreports.Communication
maybeenhancedwithintranet
andextranet functionality.

Project software generally falls into
one of two categories: project management or scheduling (PM) software or project accounting (PA)
software. Project management soft-
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Adjustdefaultprojectdata
forupdatedinformation
andfactorsofsuccess

1-

PROJECTMANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

ware manages resources, activities,
and time. Project accounting software, used for estimating and accumulating actual project costs and
project revenues and billing, is often
integrated with a company's
accounting system.
Project management software contains applications that help managers
plan and control project time schedules, processes (steps), and labor
resources. Project management
reporting is often in the form of
charts, graphs, and tables (such as

Project Management Setup
•Labor resourcedata
•Basiccostinformation
•Workbreakdownstructure
• Project templates
• Project types
•Materials/equipmentresource
• Project risk
• Project charter
• Project security

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
WORKFLOW

Updateproject
planswith actual
data, andmodify
plans as indicated.

Analyze project or ,i gegated
protect progress through
reporting and alert,

No
l

analysis. Project software also lets
management quickly hone in on
problems and make appropriate
adjustments immediately. Dennis
Stejskal, Timberline VP and director
of accounting, explains: "With a click
of the mouse, the executive can get a
high -level overview of the entire
project —the revised contract
amount, cost to complete, project
profit, and percent complete. With
the next click, they can `drill down' to
the next level of detail on the job,
seeing total estimates, job -to -date
costs, and remaining estimate figures
for cost codes and so forth until the
problem is isolated and a solution
identified to set the project back on a
success track."
During the closing phase, project
accounting software contributes
information to fulfill contractual or
other guidelines of obligations. It
also provides a way to review historic
project information for remuneration review or planning for future
projects.

Project
complete?

Yes

Analyzeproject
or aggregated
project results

PROJECTMANAGEMENT (SCHEDULING)SOFTWAREVENDORS
VENDOR_

PRODUCT

LEVEL

WEB.SITE

MANAGEMENTBYPROJECTSFEATURES

ABT Corporation

Project
Workbench

Professional level
to mid -range

www.abtcorp.com

Meets SOP 98 -1 requirements. Includes components for resource manage ment, capacity planning, estimating, risk assessment, publishing and reporting, scheduling as well as ERP integration.

Artemis

Artemis Views

Professional

www.artemispm,com

Provides GlobalView, an On -Line Analytical Processing reporting tool which
organizes projects into interactive charts, graphs, and reports. Also contains
Active Alert, a database monitoring tool that uses predefined business rules
to look for exceptions and trends in project performance. Provides for project portfolio management, which allows managers to organize projects by
department, LOB, or project manager and identify projects behind schedule
and the impacts of these delays through interproject dependencies.

CADENCE
Management
Corporation

Training,
Consulting

Professional

www.cadencemgmtcom

CADENCE is a leading provider of project management, training, consult ing services, and supporting tools for project leaders and their teams.

Computer
Associates
International

CA -Super Project

Professional

www.superpmject.com

SuperProject/Net provides dynamic, real -time, resource - concentric server based Internet/intranet project management capabilities for enterprise
project management Users view and update project data via their own
home pages. HTML reports can be customized to fit individual needs.

Experience In
Software
Corporation

Project KickStart

Desktop

www.projeetkickstarLeom

Project KickStart's intuitive interface guides the user through the process
of identifying goals, obstacles, and resources while creating a strategic
plan. Includes hot -links to other project management programs, MS Word,
and Excel for extended versatility.

IMSI

TurboProject

Professional
Desktop

www.turboproject.com

Can enter activities in a loose mode, which lets a manager develop a quick
project plan without having to fill in all the details. This is helpful for companies that have a large number of short, small projects where a service manager (as opposed to a project manager) would control hundreds of projects.

Kidasa Software

Milestones

Desktop

www.kidasa.com

Designed for smaller organizations. Highly graphical, making extensive use
of drag- and -drop symbols to plan and update projects. Allows one task to
be associated with multiple milestones.

Madrigal
Soft Tools

Delegator

Desktop

www.madrigalsoft.com

Oriented toward line manager needs. Prints lists of assignments by importance or due date for individuals or groups.

Metier

ePMTm

Professional

www.me0erltd.com

An Intemet -based application to manage the dynamic nature of all projects through the most portable and interactive media possible: computers, Palm Pilots, and interactive voice response.

Microsoft
Corporation

Microsoft Project

Mid -range (desktop
with some advanced
professional
features)

www.microsoft.com

Though MS Project is basically a desktop package, many robust systems
and project accounting systems interface with MS Project. Hundreds of
add -ons available through third -party vendors. Supports resource leveling,
multiple costs per resource, and cost rates that change over time.

PlanVlew Inc

PlanView
Software

Desktop through
professional level.
Different levels of
functional
requirements
can work off of the
same database.

www.plarnriew.com

Supports SOP 98-1 compliance. Targets large, multiproject sites where the
focus is on the skills and availability of the workforce. Integrated time and
expense system. Can export information into HR, payroll, and accounting
systems. Contains executive -level view of an organization's portfolio of projects. Also contains a Schedule Maturity Index that gives managers comparative information across multiple projects for managing priority and resource conflicts. Real -time Web access.

Primavera
Systems Inc.

Primavera
Project Planner
Professional

Professional

www.pdmavera.com

Tracks up to 100,000 activities. The interproject relationship manager allows
activities to be linked between separate master projects including remote
ones. Project change control and project paper trail add -ons available.

Primavera
Systems Inc.

SureTrak Project
Manager

Desktop

www.pOmavera.com

Project setup wizard to assist those new to project management software.
Extensive resource management features. Web publishing wizard allows
posting of reports to structured Web pages.

Sdtor Corporation Project
Scheduler 7

Desktop to
mid -range

www.scitorcom

Contains a report wizard to easily develop customized reports. Features a
resource assignment form that shows a list of people who can be assigned to a task and how much of their time is still available.

Time Line Solutions Time Line
Corporation

Desktop

www.tlsolubons.com

Walks user through the steps of project planning that results in a Time
Line project schedule. Sophisticated resource leveling.

Welcom

Desktop through
professional level

www.wst.com

Is inherently multiproject and allows companies to perform murdproject
analysis and resource leveling with the ability to slice and dice data across
those projects in any fashion. Different levels of functional requirements can
work off of the same database. Has an integrated cost management system. Updating and viewing project status may be accomplished through the
Web. Can perform risk analysis and what -if analysis on project portfolios.

Open Plan
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SPECIAL SECTION: Project Management/Project Accounting

PERT charts, Gantt charts, and calendars). Figure 1 shows a process
flow for project management.
A casual user would be comfortable with a solid desktop -level project management package.
Professional -level systems are
designed to be more of an enterprise
information system and have more
robust functionality than most desktop -level systems. Professional -level
project management applications
support multiple users of project
files while maintaining security
restrictions. One of the most robust
features that professional -level systems offer is multiproject analysis
for interrelated projects, which refers
to the software's ability to support
hundreds of resource schedules and
activity calendars simultaneously as
well as the ability to combine and
separate projects, as desired, for
reporting purposes.
The gap between professional level and desktop software is
bridged by project management
applications that can vary the level
of functional requirements per user
and still let everyone use the same
database. That means a desktop
user or a user requiring only summary information wouldn't be burdened with the functionality and
details required by a power user
within the same organization.
Artemis Management Systems
achieves this multilevel system with
a concept called "Briefing Books:'
Briefing Books organizes project
metrics into interactive charts,
graphs, and reports so executives
can track project and individual
performance and isolate areas for
improvement while project managers can maintain a more detailed,
individual project perspective. The
same effect can be achieved when a
desktop application is equipped
76
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ALREADYAFINANCIAL.
CCOUNTINGSYSTEM

with features that let it integrate
with more complex professional level packages.
Because resources are a key cost in
many project- centric organizations,
you may want to look to project
scheduling applications as a tool to
facilitate labor cost and effectiveness.
Most packages provide features that
let users review project manager or
department manager on -time and
on- budget performance, and many
also offer features aimed at human
resource planning. Patrick Durbin,
president and CEO of PlanViemo Inc.,
says, "A project or resource manager
can sort and filter information, not
just by projects or programs but by
resource groups or individual staff
member or contractor, to get a
resource - centric view of work. PlanView Software also allows organizations to search a central repository
of work and resource data to find
the best persons for a task by skills
and other criteria. It ranks the
resources by availability using a `best
fit' algorithm. Skills tracking is critical for effective resource management, especially in the technology

arena where skills can become critical—or stale —in just a few months.'
For a look at project management
vendors and the features of their
software, see Table 1.

PROJECTACCOUNTINGSOFTWARE
Project accounting software is the
financial partner of project management software. It's used to document
and analyze the revenue, cost, or
profit associated with individual
projects. In project accounting, WBS
codes let the user classify costs and
revenues to specified projects for
project financial statements and may
allow the designation of inventory
items to specified projects.
Modern project accounting software is tightly integrated with a
company's financial accounting system. In fact, the degree of integration is often an important feature
you should look for in selecting a
project accounting tool. Companies
avoid double entry of cost and revenue data though integration with
accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, inventory, and purchasing modules.
What's the need for project software if there's already a financial
accounting system in place?
According to Alan Heller, director
of business development with
Design Data Systems, "Traditional
MRP and ERP solutions do not
provide an adequate means for
planning and analyzing the utilization and expenses of the key
resources of service providers —
people. Traditional MRP and ERP
solutions did not track the service
business process unless a method
for tracking the project (bundle of
goods and services making up the
system) was at its core. As the service component of the technology
sale increases, so does the time it

BYPETEDAVIS

MANAGEMENTBYPROJECTS-INACTION
Company: SIGNAL Corporation
A federal and commercial infotech contractor
Vendor: Deltek
Product: Costpoint
The Management by Projects Challenge:
Needed project accounting to be the core of the
general ledger and other functional areas.
The Solution: Deltek puts the project accounting module front and center and uses it to drive
every other core and add -on application.
Key Benefits: Project managers excel because
they have online real -time access and insight to
information on every project under their control,
from labor detail and work breakdown structures
to A/R and A /P. This allows them to analyze project-by- project and division -wide profitability, and
Costpoint's Web - enabled reporting tools allow

Company: Provia
Provia Software Inc. (Grand Rapids, Mich.) develops, markets, and supports a suite of supply chain execution software. Provia's VIAWAREO
manages inventory and warehousing functions
throughout the supply chain execution process
in "real -time" and controls order planning, yard
operations, and transportation either by parcel

employee time and expenses against projects.
The Solution: A one -time entry of time and expenses allows for quicker and more accurate
dissemination of information to the general
ledger, billing, and purchasing components.
Key Benefits: Quicker access to customized information. Getting information out of the system

or common courier delivery.
Vendor: TECSYS Inc., Dorval, Qc. Canada

is as simple as selecting a customized report
that provides information HWC needs to efficiently run its business. For a quick summary of

Product: Control Series
The Management by Projects Challenge:

projects in progress, project managers can select the project inquiry screen and view actual

With an aggressive growth plan, it was vital that
billing information from project managers be
ported directly to the headquarters' accounting
systems without duplication of effort. Provia's
software engineers entered their billable time into a database that was not integrated with the
company's job cost and billing systems. Sup-

line item expenses against the project.
Reduced approval time. The multilevel approval
system provides HWC a quick, accurate method

porting documents for invoices were created
separately using spreadsheets. Many of Provia's
customer projects include licenses, a variety of

of approving employeee time and expenses.
Quicker payment turnaround. By providing customers a professional, customized invoice, they
better understand billable and no- charge services provided by HWC, speeding up payment
Company Comment: "With the Project Series,
we've cut our approval time in half!"

services, and maintenance and support functions. Provia is also a reseller of certain third party products used in conjunction with its soft-

Company: Lockheed Martin
A U.S. Department of Defense contractor

ware. The incorporation of these products need-

Vendor: Welcom
Product: Open Plan and Cobra
The Management by Projects Challenge:
The U.S. government awarded Lockheed Martin

electrical engineering.
Vendor: Wind2 Software
Product: Wind2
The Management by Projects Challenge:
Keystone Engineering required a system that allowed invoicing to occur in a timely manner instead of waiting until the project was done and
track project income and expenses accurately
while projects are under way. The accounting
software had to integrate a project management
capability to keep accurate records of labor and

ed to be managed as well.
The Solution: TECSYS's ControlSeries Project
Financial Management System makes management of these activities possible, in part, by its
four -level work breakdown structure of projects,
jobs, phases, and tasks. It also gives Provia the
ability to manage complex projects that are
based on both time and materials plus fixed fee
invoicing. Redundant, time - consuming data entry duplication was also eliminated.
Key Benefits: Productively access and manage
financial information, helping the company
achieve its business objectives. Tightly manage
project costs and revenues. Elimination of repetitive data entry steps involving separate documentation for invoicing, shipping, and accounting purposes. Rapid access to financial information and
critical data to create specialized reports. Easy to
learn and use; little training required. Simple and
inexpensive to maintain by Provia in- house.
Company Comment: "With an aggressive
growth plan, it was vital that billing information

expenses.
The Solution: Keystone Engineering uses
Wind2 as its accounting and project management system. This allows one data entry to feed

from project managers be ported directly to our
headquarters' accounting systems without duplication of effort," recalls Joe Stojak, vice president and CFO at Provia. "The TECSYS software

both systems. This system integrates general accounting functions with project invoicing and reporting, budget control, profit analysis, employee
management, and accounts receivable tracking.
After data is entered, it is instantly charged to
the appropriate department and project using
project codes.
Key Benefits: This shortened cycle gives Key stone a favorable cash -flow situation, helping it
minimize borrowing and interest expense.
Company Comment: Record keeping is greatly
enhanced and invoices are being mailed out in a
timely manner significantly improving cashflow.

has eliminated the redundant, time - consuming
data entry that previously hindered Provia."
Observes Stojak, "With TECSYS as our partner, we
expect that our financial systems will more than
keep up with our expanding business. We feel that
TECSYS's software will help take us to where we
want to go in the future.'

them to respond quickly and tailor individual project reports precisely to customer specifications.
Company Comment: In September 1999,
SIGNAL won a FastTrack Revenue Growth award
as one of the 50 fastest - growing companies in
the Washington, D.C. area, and a "Best -Practices" award for "Exceeding Customer Expectations" SIGNAL's CFO Scott Goss states that
"Costpoint really revolutionized the way we do
business and is a big reason why SIGNAL won
both these awards. Costpoint fit so well with our
business that it gave us the structure to create
policies and procedures that spurred our rapid
growth and empowered us to consistently exceed our customers' expectations"
Company: Keystone Engineering
A project management and engineering services
company offering specialized expertise in structural, civil, process, mechanical, instrument, and

a "cost -plus fixed fee" contract to build a Russian nuclear weapons disposal facility, so it was
important to control costs.
The Solution: When these types of contracts
meet an exact dollar value, the U.S. government
requires that contractors follow a methodology
of tracking cost and performance known as
Earned Value Management Systems, or EVMS.
Welcom's software supports these standards by
tracking a project's cost and performance. Using
a baseline created by the company, the software
compares and tracks the actual costs and time
estimates
toof
thethe
original
baseline.
Then, during
the course
project,
the company
adds aA
tual cost and scheduling performance data such
as information that the cost of materials is running one percent above baseline estimate.
Key Benefits: Open Plan and Cobra help the
company track how much the ongoing actual
schedule and costs differ from the original
baseline. Lockheed Martin also uses the software to run impact analyses when delays occur
and to help calculate the impact of the changes
on the project's schedule and cost.
Company Comment: Welcom products' risk
management capabilities were a significant factor
in Lockheed Martin's decision to use Open Plan.
Open Plan and Cobra also brought ease -of -use,
fight integration between cost management and ;.
scheduling functionality, accurate scheduling algorithims, and precise critical path calculations.

Company: Hal Weinberger Consulting
Vendor: Great Plains
Product: Project Series
The Management by Projects Challenge:
Needed a quick, accurate method of approving

Pete Davis is a past director of information systems at a manufacturing and retail firm, a technical consultant, and a systems /project analyst
for a hospital.
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takes to fulfill the requirements of

K

M

the sale. If it is going to take more
than a few days to fulfill the sales
co mmi tmen t , y o u h a v e a p r oj ect

that requires a project accounting

tool to track the associated process,

General ProjedAccourrtlngSetup

PROJECT
ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
WORKFLOW

c o st s a n d r e v e n u e s. "

For a list of project accounting

___ _--__

e Cost data (including rates and
overhead allocation)
• Billing data (includingfixed price
and cost-plus-markup billings)
• Employee and contractor data
• Work breakdown structure
• Revenue recognition methods

Adjust default project data

for updated information
and factors of success

•

•Invoice
Invoiceformats
form

vendors and the features of their
software, see Table 2. The capabilities of project accounting packages

•Project types
*Materials/equipmentclasses
•Approvalprocessesfortime
entryand budgets

go far beyond "transactions by proj-

• Project security

ect." Project accounting seeks to
centralize all project transactions
for the purposes of control, accuracy, and efficiency. Inputting and
maintaining setup and default

V
Maycreate
billingestimate

___-

Establish project
and associate

or quote for

appropriateWBS

customer

components

information, such as cost and
billing rates and revenue recognition methods, is part of most proj-

Createabudget
for theproject and

ect accounting packages allowing

activate project

users to save processing time and
avoid errors. Software creators rec-

/

ognize that each project is unique
and strive to provide the flexibility

integrated
Costandexpensedatafrom
modules(accounts
payable, purchasing receipts,
timeand expense entry ,
and inventorytransfers)

th a t l et s yo
Y u a c c o u n t fo r t h e

nuances of each individual project
while still providing extensive
aggregation features.

Calculate project

Project accounting software also

billingsaccording

10, to agreed methods

may au to mate some ma nagement

Create
invoices

andrecordrevenue

duties. "The system can facilitate
the implementation of workflow
l o g i c , fo r c i n g r e sp o n si b i l i t y c h e c k s

Prepare project

and online approvals for discreet

estimateto
complete
orforecast

processes. As an example, a priority
project with a sensitive client may
require high -level executive review
before an invoice is generated.
Workflow logic would automatically alert the executive of the existence of a draft invoice and allow

No
AnalyzeprojectP &L

statements and other
supporting project reports.
Take action, as indicated.

online review and manipulation of
it before it was released to the

V P f o i j e c

client," Steve Dennis, VP and general manager of Solomon Software
Project Management Group, says.
The "time is money" cliche is a
reality in a project - centric service
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PROJECTACCOUNTINGSOFTWAREVENDORS
VENDOR

P DDUCT

WEBSITE

MANAGEMENTBYPROJECTSFEATURES

Baan Company

Baan

www.baan.com

Has its own integrated project planning and resource scheduling system. Has profit
summary inquiry which allows drill -down to individual task level.

Bidtek

Viewpoint Project
www.bidtek.com
Management and
Viewpoint Accounting

Especially suitable for a business with contract sales. Includes the following features:
change order tracking, submittal tracking, issues tracking, meetings, and document
control

CCAS

CCAS light

www.ccas.com

Includes some project scheduling features within its base modules. Especially suited for
companies that have sporadic government contracts. Internet enabled. Integrates with
labor tracker, an electronic timesheet package to expedite time and expense reporting.

Deltek

Costpoint and ET
Enterprise System

www.deftek.com

Interactive reporting feature offers the ability to analyze profitability at a macro level
and then use project - specific reports and inquires to drill down to transaction level detail. Can roll up projects to see a firm -wide view of actual firm -wide (or profit center based) performance. Allows cross -project or matrix reporting that provides actual and
budget financial information by product line, service line, and type of product.

Design Data
Systems

SQL *Time Project
Accounting

www.designdatasystems.com

Integrated sales order and contracts module, which supports recurring contract components. Allows analysis of billable and nonbillable activities. Supports multiple cost
and revenue recognition methods.

Great Plains

Dynamics and
eEnterprise Project
Accounting Series

www.greatplains.com

Allows online time and expense approval to expedite billing process. Project activity
detail amounts can be retained at the project level, and aggregated amounts may be
transferred to the GL through integration. Summarization by customer, contract, and
project inquiries allow drill -down capabilities.

J.D.Edwards

OneWorld

www.jdedwards.com

Has separate, integrated modules for job cost, contract management, contract billing, and
service billing. Full concurrent -use international capabilities including roughly 23 languages
and numerous currencies along with specialized taxation, tariff accounting, and regulatory
management modules to accommodate local requirements in each location. Also designed
to accommodate and comply with new and changing currencies as they evolve.

Macorm" NE Inc. Maconomy Job
Cost/Project
Accounting

www.maconomy- usa.com

Can assign inventoried items to projects. Users can enter detailed descriptions of job
procedures and other job - related data. Extensive job budgeting capabilities consisting
of three budget types (current, forecast, and planning) that can have multiple revisions.

Maxwell Business
Systems

lamis'",
lamis timecard

www.jamis.com

Provides a suite of integrated job cost, accounting, billing, timekeeping, and reporting
software for project -driven businesses.

Oracle

Oracle Projects

www.oracle.com

Integrates with fixed asset module for ease in capitalization of project costs and asset
creation for internal projects +D7.

www.pdmtech.com

Addresses the needs of international markets through such features as foreign currency and foreign language capabilities. Suited for joint venture projects as well as organizational projects. Contains project administration features.

R

Paradigm Software ParaTrac
Technologies, Inc.
SBT

SBT Executive
Series Project
Accounting

www.sbtcom

Integrates with leading project management packages. Integrated Web -based time and expense entry. Manages both billable and nonbillable activities. Can manage intercompany
and interoffice projects. Includes sophisticated billing and multicurrency capabilities.

Scenario Software
Systems

Scenario Project
Manager

www.seenado- software.com

Unlimited project tracking, user- defined classification, percent oompletion tracking, unlimited
work breakdown structures, budget options. Future plans include e- commerce capabilities.

Semaphore,lnc.

Sema4 for Windows
Sema4 Enterprise

www.sema4.com

Offers real -time, date -driven information, custom invoice design, simultaneous cash
and accrual accounting, integrated accounting, and project management functions.

Solomon

Solomon Project
Series

www.sdginc.com

Allows aggregated reporting by company or companies in a multicompany environment, as well as by such categories as project manager. Workflow logic automates
some management control. Extensive contract management functionality. Monitors
user - defined parameters (such as project going over budget) and sends e-mail alerts
when the parameters are violated. Intemet - enabled labor and expense collection.

TECSYS, Inc.

TECSYS's Project
Financial
Management
System (PFMS)

www.tecsys.com

Intuitive graphical application for creating professional- looking project financial reports
including accumulated revenue forecasts, Task Due by Project Manager, and Customer
Profit Margin. Allows a manager to see a snapshot of an ongoing project or projects as
needed. Web - enabled time and expense tracking.

Timberline
Software
Corporation

Timberline

www.timbedine.com

Integrated estimating module offers extensive estimating capabilities. Integrates with
leading project management software. Flexible work breakdown structure. Includes Information Assistant which allows a manager to set up and manage time - sensitive,
project - related, and other tasks.

Wind2

Business
Management

www.wind2.com

Unlimited number of project alert conditions. Includes over 150 preformatted project
management and billing reports. Marry standard invoice formats cover up to 10 different contractual arrangements. Integrates project time and expense data with the general accounting system. Project billings are tracked in a way that lets the manager know
the status of each client's receivables by project
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industry. Project accounting software can expedite the billing process
as well as provide invoice flexibility.
"Because time is entered in an ongoing manner, it minimizes the gap
between work - performed and work invoiced. The quicker invoices are
released, the quicker funds are collected," notes Robert Nehme, VP of
marketing for TECSYS.
Project accounting software comes
in several forms:
1. Comprehensive financial management systems designed specifically for project -based companies.
2. Project -based modules that are
part of a general financial management system.
3. Project -based modules that interface with outside financial management systems.
As financial professionals, you
should seek applications that integrate with financial systems and
project management software. Integrated systems typically share information with payroll, inventory,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, sales order, and project management software. Through
integration, companies can achieve
maximum data efficiency and system effectiveness. Integrated project
accounting systems access data
from the various components to
produce more meaningful reports
and queries for users needing
extensive details or summary information. Figure 2 provides a typical
project accounting flow.

CHOOSINGTHETOOLS
As with all software purchases, you
should perform a needs analysis
before you research any packages. If
your company is project- based,
consider the following issues when
you're selecting project software:
• A centralized, open database;
80
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DETERMINEYOU _
SOFTWAREREQU
BASEDONT
GENERALDIRECTIONOF
BUSINESSDEALSAND
INTERNALACTIVITIES

struction and engineering firms
have been long -term extensive
users of project accounting and
job cost systems to the point of
established standards. So, naturally, some project accounting vendors, particularly those offering
more mature and specialized packages, have developed around the
needs of these historic target markets. Your company's specific
needs should drive the desired
software functionality.

PARTOFTHESOLUTION

• Multiproject, multiuser capability;
• Project estimation features;
• Security functions;
• Resource management orientation;
• Template capability;
• Multifunctioning reporting;
• Multibilling method and format
capabilities;
• Contract management features.
In addition, determine your project software requirements based on
the general direction of business
deals and internal activities in terms
of billing, resource utilization and
cost methods, budgeting procedures, and contract or specification
provisions. An enterprise system
that integrates both project management and project accounting
software with existing financial
applications is quite powerful. But
make sure you examine whether
you need one or both of these
applications. For example, if you
have minimal resource management
needs, you may find a project
accounting solution alone suits
your purposes.
Likewise, don't disregard project
software because it was designed
for a particular industry. Con-

Industry is going through a metamorphosis to keep pace with a
changing and complex environment
that's more project oriented. As part
of this metamorphosis, financial and
IS leaders are perfectly suited to use
their innate skills and project software to deploy management -byprojects strategies to gain market
position. The extent to which management by projects can make a lasting impact on revenue and
effectiveness relies on management's
ability to embrace sophisticated
techniques and tools that provide
better project control and predictability across the entire enterprise. As financial professionals, you
can help steer everyone in the right
direction. ■
Cynthia LeRouge, CPA and certified
technical trainer, is a consultant and
A.D. candidate at the University of
South Florida. She has been an auditor and tax specialist for two of the
Big 5 professional services firms, a
controller, an ERP systems consultant,
and an applications training manager
for an ERP systems developer and a
comprehensive project -based systems
developer. You can contact her at
lerouge@tampabay.rr.com or (727)
867 -5336.
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Take Control of Your Projects,
Your Time, Your Life.
ProjectWorld San Jose • December 6-10, San Jose, California
How come some people manage projects so much
better than others?
Because they've invested the time and effort to
develop the business acumen, people skills, technical
knowledge, and personal power to succeed in today's
high -tech, high- touch, high -speed world.
There's no better to place on earth to build your
project management know -how than ProjectWorld
Dynamic K
eynotesby:

Richard Carlson,Ph.D.
Author, Don't Sweat the
Small Stuff
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Roger Dow
Senior Vice President,
General Sales Manager,
Marriott International

San Jose — December 6 -10, 1999, at
the San Jose Convention Center.
This one -of -a -kind educational
conference and exposition is packed
with opportunities to learn from
experts, network with colleagues,
and gain hands -on experience with

CEUs from one of the top academic institutions in the world, Boston University.

offer highly focused programs
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Save $100! Register by November 15.

the latest tools and technologies of
project management.
With five new tracks and 35
sessions covering a wealth of topics,
there's literally something for every
business and IT professional —
whether you're a seasoned veteran
or new to project management. Plus,
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Do all this and more at
ProjectWorld San Jose – where you'll learn to master
the art and technology of getting work done.
Simply fill out this coupon and fax to 508 -6470345 or call us at 508- 647 -0345. Be sure to mention
your discount code. Your discount
n
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code is also your password to our
web site. Use it to get up -to -date
SM
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at
www.projectworld.com.
or to register online
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a project -based environment.
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MapQuest.com—ACompanyontheMove
apQuest.com is the number
one mapping site on the Internet for consumers needing maps and for businesses looking
to get customers. It has 3.1 million
unique visitors monthly.
The company's list of more than
500 online clients and business partners is even more impressive. Its ubiquitous mapping services include foot traffic generators, such as store locators and detailed directions, for retail
clients including Sears, Federated Department Stores, and Blockbuster.

Growthdemandschange
Though it still publishes the printed
National Geographic maps it has for
years, these days, MapQuest.com also can draw more than 100 million
maps and deliver more than 20 million driving directions to its worldwide users in one month.
MapQuest.com has more than 220
employees and annual revenues of
$25 million. Until 1998, it was using
the same financial management system it had for years. Problems became more pressing as the company
grew. It wasn't Y2K compliant, the
applications weren't integrated, and
data had to be entered twice. Information gathering and decision making were difficult. With the added

Inlellisol
TM
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pressure of an upcoming IPO, a solution was vital.

Projecydeliversresults
MapQuest.com considered three project management software modules
and chose Intellisol Projecy", which
integrates with midmarket - leading
Great Plains® Dynamics financial
management software. According to
Jeff Root, accounting manager- operations, "Intellisol Projecy provided the
key features we were looking for: flexible profit recognition, XpedeTM's remote time entry, and seamless integration to Dynamics. What I especially like about Intellisol Projecy is that
you can't tell when you're in Projecy
or you're in Dynamics. It was really
easy for our users to learn."
The implementation process,
thanks in large part to reseller Cargas
Systems, went smoothly. The system
was up and running in only five days.
The company opened 600 new
projects and closed down 800 in the
first month —all "without a hitch,"
says Root.

Accurate timeentryand reporting
Root says, "With our previous system, the month -end closing took
five days to try it the first time, and
we'd normally need to rerun it three
or four times because of errors. Now
it takes less than a day to close the
month and reconcile everything for
hundreds of projects."
Time entry was equally tedious.
The old system was strictly paper
based. Nearly 200 people filled out

manual time sheets, which then took
three days to enter into the system.
Projecy's Xpede module lets people
enter time from anywhere, anytime,
via the Internet, corporate network, or
intranet browser. "Now our people
just enter the data via Xpede in the
same amount of time it took to write
it on paper, and the information is
ready to be accessed, real time," comments Root. Reports that took days
are now available in minutes.
Managing monthly service billings
and opening new accounts were difficult. Employees had to slog through a
128-page report to track monthly
service fees. It used to take two days to
recognize and reconcile revenue —now
it takes minutes with Projecy.
Root adds, "Not only is it as easy as
clicking a button to recognize our
monthly profits and send a transaction to the general ledger, we can use
any combination of six GAAP -compliant profit recognition methods on
each project so we recognize the exact
amount each time. This really helps
us meet our auditors' requirements.'
With Projecy, Root explains, "We
can spend time analyzing the numbers to make corrections in our business, rather than just trying to get the
numbers out of the system."
" Projecy is by far the best solution
in the Dynamics market. The ongoing support we receive is exceptional,
too." With Projecy as its project accounting solution, MapQuest.com is
positioned for growth.
Intellisol International is at (701)
235 -3390, www.intellisolintl.com. ■

Your total project accounting solution -from the project accounting experts.
The same seamless integration that's
been helping Great Plains® Dynamics
and Dynamics C /S+ users solve their
project management problems is about
to do the same for Sage Software's
Acuity ®users! Designed especially for
professional services firms, its easy -tolearn, easy -to -use functionality can
help you track all financial activities for
projects, including budgets, time and

billing expenses, project costings,
inventory, and profit recognition for
instant business analysis. Real time,
anytime.
V ,

9,-

Intellisol

Xpede, our
exclusive
XpedeTM' new module
provides remote time and expense entry
and job status inquiry from Windows
CE palm devices, the Internet, or corporate intranets to help you manage
projects more simply, more efficiently,
more profitably.
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TimekeepingSolution
HelpsACRStayCompetitive
or several years, ACR Systems
relied on guesswork when it
came to deploying resources
and pricing its products. Although
the company was profitable, it didn't
track projects and the resources they
required, therefore it couldn't fully
capitalize on past experience.
Since launching its ACR -2000
Point -of -Sale accounting system in
1988,ACR Systems has worked with
a broad spectrum of retailers including Tandy Corporation's Radio
Shack and HEB food chain stores.
A couple of years ago, the company decided to get a better handle on its own operations, specifically in terms of costs. Hired to
create a true cost accounting shop
for ACR in 1997,Rafael Silva's
first order of business was to find
a timekeeping solution that would
help track the company's expenditure of resources.
Silva conducted his product research via the Internet. His selection criteria for a timekeeping system required: the support of multiple platforms, ease of use, a report
writer function, and a payroll interface. HMS Software's TimeControl
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was chosen for its features ranging
from flexibility and ease -of -use to
pricing and support.
To ensure minimal disruption and
maximum acceptance by staff, it was
essential to have a system that supported platforms already in use and
that required a minimum of training. TimeControl fit the bill. Observes Silva, "There were a lot of other tools out there which were great,
but they required a rocket scientist
to figure them out.'
The implementation phase began
a week after ACR purchased TimeControl. It included streamlining
ACR's 22,000 charge codes down to
a more manageable 1,100 and installing TimeControl on an SQL
Server database. According to Silva,
within two weeks, implementation
and training were complete, and
TimeControl was up and running at
ACR.
Manual timesheets are a thing of
the past, and time and attendance
reports are now automated. Since
TimeControl runs on a client /server
database, it gives ACR the flexibility
to create a wide range of reports or
data. This combination of features
not only helps ACR save time and
effort on day -to -day administrative
functions, but it also makes a difference to its bottom line.
Prior to implementation in July
1997,ACR was using estimates to do

its cost allocations. "Once we implemented TimeControl, we began using exact numbers'" says Silva.
"What we're doing is identifying
the different areas through the
codes, whether it's sales or marketing, administration, or research and
development" explains Silva. "We've
attached GL (general ledger) codes
to the actual charge codes that
TimeControl gives us, and we're
able to get a more accurate picture
to do our cost allocations for the
various departments based on the
activity they performed that
month:'
Information taken from TimeControl enables ACR to identify
costs based on who's working on
what project and how much time it
is taking individuals to do a specific
task (activity -based costing). Based
on this information, ACR can effectively allocate resources, assigning
people to tasks based on skill, competence, and expertise.
Prior to implementation in July
1997,ACR was using estimates to do
its cost allocations. "Once we implemented TimeControl, we began using exact numbers," says Silva.
"Without TimeControl, we would
still not be accurately pricing our
products; with TimeControl we now
have a true measure of what it costs
to complete every project for every
client." ■
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Time -to- market is everything for Silicon
Valley's high tech design projects. Zero fault tolerances, accelerated production
schedules, and real -time cost control are
all the norm. Success in this fast -track

ingenuity
and technical savvy of ALFA TECH.
environment requires the

Giving project managers meticulous
control over project time and expense
requires the

Power and flexibility

of the award- winning Wind2 Financial
Management System. From real -time
project reporting and budgeting, to
employee time management and profit
analysis, Wind2 provides ALFA TECH with
the knowledge and tools it needs to keep
them on schedule and profitable in their
fast -paced world.
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The New York
Times Century
of Business
by Floyd Norris and
Christine Bockelmann
(McGraw -Hill) Released
in October of this year
along with 100 Years of
Wall Street, this history of
the century is presented
from the perspective of
business stories that
appeared in the pages of
The New York Times. The
collection includes more
than 100 pieces selected
by Floyd Norris, the
Times's chief financial correspondent, and Christine
Bockelmann, a former
business editor at the

hc Vov Mork gimto

Technology, is combined
with new commentary
that puts the stories in
context. Circle No. 40

New York Times business
best -seller Wall Street —A
History (1997). This current volume is heavily
illustrated with photo-

front -page stories, editorials, book reviews, obituaries, and unforgettable
photographs, readers get
an unparalleled view of
the pivotal business events
of the century. The original coverage, from Teddy
Roosevelt's Trustbusters to
the Age of Information

100 Years of
Wall Street

graphs that create an

by Charles R. Geisst

above the text and charts.

(McGraw -Hill) Charles R.

Wall Street's history actu-

Geisst has already distin-

ally began with the But-

guished himself with The

tonwood Agreement in

immediacy that emerges

NOTE: Usually, hardware and software appear on these pages,
but with only a month or two left in the century, what better
way to look at where we've been and at what's next than with
the most successful technological innovation ever — print. We
will return to the digital next month with a special section on
mobile computing. For those interested in the digital future for
print there are three sites you might want to check out. Xerox
is almost ready to market its electronic paper
(www.parc.xerox.com /dhI /projects /epaper), you can download digital books at www.eiectricbook.com, and you can even
take two or three novels loaded onto you Palm Pilot the next
time you travel ( www.peanutpress.com). Or you can go online

and order a hard -copy version of one of the four listed on
these pages.

What Will Be:
How the New
World of
Information Will
Change Our
Lives

years' experience as director of the Laboratory for

machines around us yields

Computer Science at MIT.

some of the most interest-

The book has three parts:

ing conjecture in the

Shaping the Future, which

book. "It could well be

explains the new tech-

that by the close of the

ing (the Internet) is under

nologies; How Your Life

twenty-first century, a new

(HarperEdge) Of the four

Will Change; and Reunit-

form of truly accessible

books here, this is the old-

ing Technology and

programming will be the

way. And for a century
that began in isolationism
and nationalism, it's
beginning to look like
someone has turned it
inside out. There is a new
literacy required of those
who want to be capable
users, and it's appropriate
that the book that became
a bible for early users (the
first Whole Internet published in 1992) has been
redone. Both a handbook
and a reference, the book
begins with a brief

by M i c h a e l L . D e r t o u z o s

est. All the others were

Humanity. How we will

province of everyone and

released within the past

interface with the

will be viewed like writ-

month. Dertouzos's book

ing, which was once the

was published in 1997 and

province of the ancient

has even reached a paper-

scribes but eventually

back "middle age." Never-

became accessible to

theless, it's still one of the

everybody." Circle No. 42

best reviews of recent

will lead. It's the measured

The Whole
Internet:
The Next
Generation

product of the author's 20

by Kiersten Conner -Sax

technological developments with projections
about where these events

as
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and Ed Krol (O'Reilly &
Associates) The transition
from Age of Information
to Age of Global Network-

provided quite a ride for

isn't just tied to financial

MeasuringOurEscape
VelocityasWeExitthe
20thCentury I Michael Castelluccio, Editor

fluctuations like the disas-

■ With a forward lean and the sound of wind in our

ters of '29 and '87 —there

ears, we squint into the future and nothing seems to

were also the bombings

be slowing down. Surely, this century did not arrive with

and attacks (bombings in

the same rush that it is accelerating away from us.

all —from the Morgans
and Merrill, to Buffett and
Ruben. And the drama

1916 and 1921, a tear gas

Stewart Brand

1791, but the most turbu-

cylinder in the ventilation

explains the situation

lent years have occurred

system in 1933, the

this way: "Now that we

in our century. From the

Fraunces Tavern bombing

have progress so rapid

first decade with its

in 1975, and the World

that it can be observed

bucket shops, tipsters, and

Trade Center attack in

. from year to year, no one

a Dow Jones Industrial

1993). Money, power, pol-

'Calls it progress. People
ecall it change, and rather

Average of 70, to the last

itics, the trader in the rab-

10 years of merger mania,

bit suit, and the can of

than yearn for it, they

e- trading, and a Dow
Jones Average that passed

Coke that cost a trader his

brace themselves

fortune —all show up on

against its force."

10,000, the Market has

these pages. Circle No. 41

Two books published
late this year offer similar testimony (Faster:
The Acceleration of Just
About Everything by

A LiYllf,ll4l,'.44'Y/lllLwl iy IbP AN
—m W

oar

James Gleick and The
portable mail on Palm

End of Patience: Caution-

Pilots. Chapter four covers

ary Notes on the Informa-

browsing with the same

tion Revolution by David Shenk).

A mod e l of t h e Cl oc k
of t h e Lon g Now

thoroughness, followed by

Is the increasing speed shortening our attention

Privacy and Security, Buy-

span? Are we content with the shallow, the discon-

ing and Selling, Banking

nected, the temporary? Shenk describes the amount of

and Personal Finance,

information overwhelming us as "data smog." And he

Online Gaming, Creating

warns against the "thoughtlessness that creeps into

Web Pages, Emerging

our lives when we speed it up."

overview of what the

Technologies (interactive

Internet is and how it

communication, stream-

faster pace, but whether that's good or bad isn't a sim-

works. Then it's right into

ing media, music, and

ple question. Information that was once described as

the most universal com-

push technologies), Con-

legacy now must be real -time to be useful. At the

munication on the Net —

necting Strategies, Search-

beginning of the century, legal documents were care-

e -mail and news sites.

ing Online, Downloading

fully copied by hand. Today, we open four screens, cut

From theory to the practi-

and Installing Files, the

and paste between multiple documents, and then tap a

cal problems of configur-

Best of the Web, and

button on a printer — accomplishing what once would

ing mailers, using free

Commercial and Financial

have taken weeks. What's next does come up very

accounts, and filtering

Resources. All written in a

quickly. And the question remains —are we controlling

incoming mail, two chap-

style that is conversational

the chaos or creating it?

ters take you from the

and manageable. Circle

beginning to the latest

No. 43

Obviously, our technologies have created a much
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continued from p. 89

feeling, 'Whew. Time! And

The Long Now Foundation

me in it.'" Built in a setting

In 1996, a group of nine

like a desert, the Founda-

unusual people including

tion wants to create an

Stewart Brand (Director of

experience "like coming

the Global Business Network

upon the Grand Canyon by

and founder of The Whole

surprise, where you simply

Earth Catalog), Daniel Hillis

want to sit and watch for a

(inventor of the massive par-

while and let your life adjust

allel architecture of the current generation of super-

to two million years visible
na.� '.

in one glance."

computers), Mitch Kapor

Dan Wolf has commented,

(founder of Lotus), Esther

"A traditional clock depicts

Dyson, Brian Eno, and others

time in the context of our

came together to consider

lives. This Clock depicts our

the problem.

lives in the context of time."

Several concepts

The second part of the

emerged. The first involved

experiment is to create a

our idea of now. Is now today, this

neered, the group hopes the Clock will

library in which all knowledge can be

week, this year? Esther Dyson sug-

"embody deep time for people."

digitally stored. "Hillis sees the

gested, "On the stock exchange it's

The Clock will be both mechanical

Library as the Clock's evolutionary

today, on the Net it's a month, in

and binary - digital, a clock and a com-

companion. The Clock is Newtonian

fashion it's a season, in demograph-

puter. It will be set up to measure the

time,�physical�time�—�reversible,�regu-

ics a decade, in most companies it's

next 10,000 years with "precision

lar, steady. The Library is information

the next quarter."

equal to one day in twenty thousand

time." Brand says it's physically possi-

years." It will use gravity and turning

ble to do this because, "In 1998 a

distinct time scales that are like lay-

wheels and will be phase - locked to

major (but unheralded) milestone

ers�—some�innovate�at�the�speed�of

the noon sun to self -correct. It will be

occurred: Available digital data stor-

the short now (for example, fashion

the world's slowest computer, making

age capacity surpassed the total of

The group eventually defined six

and commerce) while others change

two�calculations�a�day�—one�at�noon,

information in the world. We now

slowly, and their longer now provides

and one at midnight.

have more room to store stuff than

a continuity and stability (for exam-

More important, this clock will be

there is stuff to store."

ple, culture and nature). Having these

60 feet tall, and you'll be able to

The Cloc k exists in models today,

diff erent " pac e layers " is good.

walk inside it. Brand hopes that

and the Library is a plan. If the Foun-

In an age that's accelerating as

"after an encounter with the Clock, a

dation is successful, and one or

ours is, it's a good idea to remind

visitor should be able to declare with

several of these timepieces are con-

everyone of the presence and impor-

structed, a future visit to them will

tance of the long now. How this group

perhaps be as restorative for time -

evolved their plan is told in a fasci-

battered citizens as a trip to the mas-

nating short book by Stewart Brand

sive monuments of time in Yosemite

called The Clock of the Long Now

Or we'll refund your purchase price *I

or a day spent at the edge of the

Get the on- demand computerized review for the

earth's motion - clock, the tidal seas.

(1999, Basic Books).

on- dem and com p u terized CFM Ex am .

The Clock /Library

Order it. Complete it. Pass the very next time.
Or we'll refund your purchase price!

The Long Now Foundation decided to
create a monumental technological
metaphor to encourage us to take the
long view and accept our responsibility
for what will be. If sufficiently well -engi90
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But before we are jettisoned out of
this century, it's definitely worth what
little time there is to read Stewart
Brand's book and to check out the
Long Now site at www.longnow.org. If
you can multi -task, you can probably
do both and save time. ■

[TAXES]

cont'd from p. 24

STATEMENTOFOWNERSHIPM
, ANAGEMENTANDCIRCULATION REQUIREDBY39U.S.C.3685).

centages, so it can still be used to
approximate the results of permanent
tax savings /deferral resulting from
MFIT bracket differentials for other
amounts. For example, assume that
only $2,000 was borrowed and paid.
For a taxpayer in the 28% M F I T
bracket and anticipating a 15% forward year M FIT bracket, the permanent F I T savings would be only $180
(table amount of $900 multiplied b y

$10,000). Still, the

savings are permanent!

■

$2,000 divided b y

A.J. Cataldo II, Department of
Accountancy, College of Business,
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich. He can be reached at
aj.cataldo@wmich.edu.
Arline A. Savage, Department of Accounting and Finance, School of Business Administration, Oakland University, Rochester, Mich. She can be
reached at savage @oakland.edu.
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15. Extent and nature of circulation:

A management accountant's work

Average number copies
each issue during
preceding 12 months

can be seen as generating insights,
not just numbers. You can start in
this direction b y listening more

a. Total no. copies (net press run)

closely to your inner voice and

b. Paid and /or requested circulation
1. Sales through dealers and carriers,
street vendors and counter sales

exploring more deeply the insights
that come to you. As you explore,

Actual number
copies of single issue
nearest to filing date

86,642

90.790

none

2. Paid or requested mail subscriptions

none

72,230

70,972

72,230

70,972

what had been obscure comes into

c. Total paid and /or requested circulation

focus and prepares you to take steps

d. Free distribution by mail (samples,
complimentary, and other free)

1,000

1,000

e. Free distribution outside the mail

6,000

6,000

that are now obvious. With this kind

of insightful leadership, you'll have
more fun at work. And think of the
impact you'll have on performance—

g• Total distribution (sum of 15c and 15f)

7,000

7,000

79,230

77,972

7,412

12,818

none

none

h. Copies not distributed
■

the business's and your own!

f. Total free distribution (sum of 15d and 15e)

1. Office use, leftovers, spoiled
2. Return from news agents

Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consultingfirm that helps Fortune
500 companies improve the relevance,
value, and productivity ofstaff functions.
You can call Bob at (617) 747 -5010 or email him at bgunn @gunnpartners.com.

i.TOTAL (sum of 15g, 15h(1), and 15h(2)

86,642

Percent paid and /or requested circulation

91%

90,790
91%

I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete.
Robert F. Randall, Assistant Publisher
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LEAD 'ERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Company headquarters has an immediate need for a Tax
Accountant. Ideal professional will have excellent verbal and
written communications skills and will be involved in the preparation and filing of federal and state returns, estimated tax payments and tax planning and research. Must have three plus years
in corporate tax, preferably with a Big 5 company or large corporation. Accounting degree a plus. Great benefits package and
salary to $50,000.

Accounting Manager
Multimillion - dollar manufacturing company seeks a degreed
professional with three plus years of accounting experience, with
some in a supervisory role. Will handle financial statement analysis, perpetual inventory, standard cost and purchase price variances, and will oversee month -end and year -end dosing. Great
benefits package and salary to $57,000.

StaffAccountant,High- growth media company seeks a professional with one plus
years of general accounting experience. This individual will
report directly to the Controller. Responsibilities will include
general accounting functions such as AM G /L, A/R, payroll and
fixed assets management. This individual will also assist with
month -end close process and financial statement preparation.
The ideal degreed candidate will possess strong communications
skills and have a working knowledge of PeopleSoft. Competitive
benefits and salary.

Division Controller
Fortune 500 real estate company is looking for an individual
with five plus years of real estate industry experience in accounting. Ideal candidate will be responsible for forecasting, budgeting, projections, month -end close, and all financial functions
directly reporting to the VP of Finance. Must have strong communications and interpersonal skills. CPA/MBA a plus. Excellent
benefits and salary to $75,000.

.

,

ial Analyst

'Manufacturing company seeks a Financial Analyst to work with
Information Systems on the newly implemented PeopleSoft
accounts payable module. This position will start with preparation of account reconciliation and move toward more of a systems focus. Ideal professional will design financial reports to be
generated by the accounts payable system, help develop and
maintain appropriate documentation that serves as a functional
user reference guide, and will also assist in the implementation of
additional PeopleSoft modules. This highly visible position offers
excellent benefits and salary to $55,000.

Resort has an exceptional opportunity for a degreed professional
to organize and revise charts of accounts, maintain general ledger
and subledgers through financial statements, and evaluate and
manage effective cost controls. Ideal candidate will have three
plus years of accounting experience and a firm understanding of
GAAP. CPA desired. Full benefits and salary to $65,000.

Finance Associate
Premier real estate developer and manager seeks a professional
with seven plus years of real estate accounting/finance experience. As a valuable member of the management team, you will
be responsible for supervising all facets of the accounting and
finance cycle of individual real estate projects. You will also manage financial statement preparation, revenue management, lease
negotiations, budget trend reports and related commentary.
CPA/MBA a plus. Great benefits package and salary to $80,000.

Assistant Controller.
Growing subsidiary of an international publicly traded advertising and media support organization seeks professional with five
plus years' experience, preferably in public accounting, to supervise the general accounting process. Duties will also include coordination of year -end audit, preparation of consolidated financial
statements, and budgets and various related analyses. This position is a fast track to Controller position. This
excellent
career opportunity that includes benefits and salary to $70,000.
an

fa6Accountant

Controller

is

Private real estate development and management company seeks
a professional with two plus years of accounting experience in
the real estate industry to work in this dynamic and overexpanding environment. CPA or CPA candidate highly desired.
Excellent benefits and salary to $40,000.

Staff Accountant
Start -up internet company, planning an initial public offering
within the next year, seeks a professional with one plus years of
accounting experience to work in this dynamic expanding environment. Ideal candidate will have strong communications skills
and be computer literate. Duties include general accounting
functions such as bank reconciliation, accounts payable and
receivable analysis and general ledger preparation. You will also
assist preparation of periodic financial statements and budget
work, reporting directly to the Controller. Phenomenal growth
opportunity. Excellent benefits package and salary to $38,000.
in

Project Accountant

Senior Staff Ac cntan4
National newspaper seeks a Senior Staff Accountant for its general accounting group. Ideal candidate will supervise a small staff
and will be heavily involved in the conversion of the current general ledger package to Oracle. Will also conduct due diligence for
potential acquisitions. Degreed professional with prior experience
in the newspaper industry desired. CPA a plus. Excellent benefits
and salary to $42,000.

Financial Analyst
Regional telecommunications company has a newly created position for a Financial Analyst. Responsibilities include modeling,
forecasting and preparing pro forma statements. Ideal candidate
will have two plus years of analysis experience and a degree in
accounting or finance. Telecommunications experience preferred.
Great benefits and salary to $55,000.

AWpr Treasury Analyst
International company with over 40 years of success seeks an
analyst to assist both the Treasurer and Cash Manager. Responsibilities include managing bank relationships, cash allocations,
project budgets and portfolio management. Will also be exposed
to foreign exchange issues and the maintenance of debt levels.
Ideal candidate will have two plus years of treasury experience.
This entertainment industry company offers excellent benefits
and salary to $50,000.

Cost Analyst
International company has a wonderful opportunity for a
degreed professional with two plus years of cost accounting experience to reconcile and maintain inventory to the general ledger
and post adjusting inventory entries. Ideal candidate will also be
responsible for reconciling international intercompany inventory
accounts. Knowledge of AS /400 and MAPICS is preferred. Full
benefits and salary to $45,000.
670&r Accountant
A subsidiary of an international company is seeking a controller
who is willing to prepare monthly financial statements, manage
all reporting, implement the cost system and negotiate the lease
agreements. Ideal professional will have a bachelor's degree in
Accounting, three or more years of accounting experience, strong
leadership abilities and excellent communications skills. Manufacturing industry experience strongly preferred. This company
offers competitive benefits and salary to $60,000.

Cost Accountants
Exciting growth opportunity for sharp self - starters with
cost/manufacturing experience. We are seeking high - energy,
motivated individuals who are interested in potential advancement as well as immediate challenges with Fortune 500 companies. Ideal candidate will have a BA in accounting and four plus
years of cost accounting experience. CMA preferred. Excellent
benefits and salary to $55,000.

Recent promotion has created an outstanding opportunity for an
experienced Controller or Accounting Manager with significant
general accounting and financial reporting experience, some in
a management role. Mainframe systems exposure helpful. Retail/
manufacturing experience required. Prefer MBA or CMA. Great
benefits package and salary to $100,000.

Bank Consuhan&
Big 5 firm seeks a financial services professional for its new bank
consulting division. Position requires three plus years' internal
audit experience, preferably within a community bank or holding
company. Limited travel. Excellent benefits and salary to $55,000.

Track to CFO! Our manufacturing client seeks an Operational
Controller to better link manufacturing processes to management reporting. Position requires six plus years of strong job cost
experience with system integration a must. CPA or CMA preferred. Excellent benefits package and salary to $75,000.

AssetManagement /Accounting Mangers
Financial services corporation seeks an individual to manage the
financial accounting processes and reporting related to all aspects
of its prepayment - sensitive asset portfolio, assuring accuracy,
timeliness and relevance. The following credentials are required:
bachelor's degree in accounting, CMA or CPA designation, and
previous securitization and asset management industry experience.
This opportunity offers great benefits and salary to $80,000.

Accenting Manager°
Well established construction - related company has an immediate
need for an accounting manager. Ideal degreed professional will
have three plus years of accounting experience. Responsibilities
include preparation of financial statements, assisting on budgeting and forecasting, and managing accounting staff. Construction industry background a plus. Company offers excellent benefits and salary to $60,000.

Controller
Progressive multimillion - dollar manufacturing company seeks a
Certified Public Accountant with exceptional mentoring experience to supervise accounting and administrative staff. Will oversee the financial affairs of the corporate office, including job cost
management, general ledger and financial statement issues. Will
also manage financial resources to maximize cash flow and profitability. This position reports directly to company president.
Construction exposure a plus. Competitive benefits package and
salary to $80,000.

Accounting Mann
Billion - dollar manufacturing company seeks a Certified Public
Accountant with seven plus years' internal and external financial
reporting experience, with some in a supervisory role. Ideal professional will develop and monitor financial policies in support
of corporate retail group. Experience in a large multinational
sales /distribution organization favored. Must have strong knowledge of GAAP, corporate consolidations and financial systems.
Excellent benefits and salary to $90,000.

Local public accounting firm is seeking a Tax Manager to control
all tax functions. Responsibilities include preparation and review
of corporate and partnership returns, tax planning and researching tax - related issues. Ideal candidate should be a Certified Public Accountant with five plus years of public accounting experience. This is a potential partnership opportunity in a family oriented work environment. Excellent benefits and salary to
$70,000 plus bonus.

Contro
Established children's apparel company seeks a professional with
10 plus years of experience in public or private accounting and
industry background to join its team. Duties include: preparation
of consolidated financial reporting, reporting to a foreign parent,
including currency translation; implementation of new computer
reporting system; and supervising accounting staff, including AM
A/R and EDI order entry. Great benefits, including bonus potential. Company offers excellent benefits and salary to $90,000.

.............................................................................. ...............................

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2000 Salary Guiner
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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has won the National Top
Office Production Award for 15
consecutive years. We Specialize in
Manufacturing Accounting
opportunities nationwide. Current
opportunities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CFO
Cost Man ager
Con t r ol l er
Financial Analyst
VP Fi na nce
Tax and Audit

STARTING A PRACTICE

CM A /CFM REVIEW

TIRED OF THE CORPORATE RAT
RACE? Then start your own successful
accounting practice. New Clients, Inc.
has helped hundreds of professionals
do just that! Our proven programs
include guaranteed billing, hiring and
training of a marketing staff, internal
processing procedures, and much,
much more. Call 800 - 338 -0778 for
details. www.newclientsinc.com.

GLEIM/FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW.The most effective way
to PASS the new CMA and CFM
exams. Over 5,000 questions. Software
emulates Sylvan computerized exam
format. Books $22.95,Software $35.00,
Cassettes $60.00 per part, total cost!
(800) 87-GLEIM. www.gleim.com.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
HELP WANTED

1*
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, rsonnA Consultants ofCohimbia, Inc.

PO Box 23728,Dept. MA
Columbia, SC29224
Phone (803) 788 -8877
Fax(803) 788 -1509
Web Site: http: //
www.conterra.com/fortune
All Fees Paid

CHARTER specializes in the placement of Accounting professionals
nationwide. Positions range from
Cost Acctg. Managers to CFOs. Please
call to discuss current positions at:
800 - 700 -0103.Fax your resume to:
423 - 992 -9191 or e-mail your resume
to: chartercareer @mindspring.com.
Charter Career Consultants, Inc., P.O.
Box 908, Maynardville, TN 37807.
Our client companies pay our fees.

Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA
Germain Boer
Robert Boyle, CMA, CPA, CFPIM
Anthony Joseph Cataldo,
CMA, CPA
Anthony S. Cavalieri,
CMA, CPA, CIA, CFM, CPIM
Anthony Curatola
Robert A. Czekanski, CMA
Rebecca Dillard, CMA, CPA
Donna Forrest, CPA
Bridgette Hobart, CPA

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word — 15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 50 words

Thomas J. Jordan,
CMA, FHFMA, CMPA

is charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and phone

Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM

numbers count as one word each. All classified advertising must be prepaid.

Edward J. McCracken

Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 21 days preceding month of publication
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double- spaced form.
No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed to Alice Schulman at (201)
573 -0639.

C. Mike Merz, CMA, CPA
John G. Mezquita, CPA
J.T. Marty O'Malley, CMA, CPA
Michael D. Osheroff
William L. Paladino

Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject advertisements
for Strategic Finance Classified.

Susan Pierce, CMA, CPA
Grover L. Porter, CPA

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to
Strategic Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645. Tel. 1- 800 - 638 -4427, Ext. 280.
Display Rates: Please call for more information.
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William J. Rogers, CMA, CPA
Patrick Romano, CMA, CPA, EA
Annette West, CMA

NEW! Strategic Finance
Reader Service Program
Is Now Online for
a Faster Response!
Log onto www.strategic
financemag.com/getinfo /.
Select the products or
advertisers about whom you
want to receive FREE info.
Choose to have the
information delivered by
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4

Accountants on Call

www.aocnet.com

31

6

Adaytum

www.adaytum.com
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15

ADP

www.adp.com

13

11

Best Software, Inc.

www.bestsoftware.com

67

2

Cadence Management Corporation

www.cadence - mgmt.com

55

33

Creditek Corporation

www.creditek.com
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30

Dekker, Ltd.

www.dtrakker.com

65
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Deltek Systems, Inc.

www.deltek.com
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Design Data Systems Corporation

www.designdatasystems.com

29

35

FRx Software

www.trxsoft.com

19
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HMS Software

www.timecontrol.com

85
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lntellisolInternational
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83
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Lambers

www.lamberscpa.com

18

22

Liberty Mutual Insurance, Inc.

www.IIbertymutuaI.com

26

21

MicroMash

www.micromash.com

MIS

www.misusa.com

Multiview Corporation
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Web Address

ABC Technologies
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25

5

www.multiviewcorp.com

5

28

Navision Software US, Inc.

www.navision•us.com

1

3

Oracle Corporation

www.oracle.com

8

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

14

or the internal or personal use of

ProjectWorld

www.projectworld.com

81

27

specific clients, is granted by the

QSP

www.gspinc.com

2

19

IMA to libraries and other users

RIA Group

www.RiAinsource.com

15

14

registered with the Copyright Clear-

Robert Half International, Inc.

www.roberthalf.com

17

1

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

92 -93

SBT Accounting Systems

www.sbt.com

21

18

Softworld

www.softworld.com

49

10

to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive,

Solomon Software

www.solomon.com

7

8

Danvers, MA 01923. ISSN 1524-

Synex Systems Corporation

www.t9.com

23

16

833X, $3.00 + Wit.

Winel2Software, Inc.

www.wind2.com

86

23

e -mail, mail, phone, or fax.
AUTHORIZATION TO PHOTOCOPY
STRATEGIC FINANCE
Items for internal or personal use,

ance Center (CCC) Transactional
Reporting Service, provided that
the base fee of $3.00 per copy,
plus 30

per page, is paid directly
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End Note

Accountant's Millennium
1000

Abacus in use for thousands of years in Asia Minor.

1494

Pacioli publishes book on double entry bookkeeping.

1642

Blaise Pascal invents a numerical wheel calculator.
Herman Hollerith founds Tabulating Machine

18 96

_

Company, which becomes IBM, based on punch card reader.

1919

}

National Associa tion of Cost Accountants (IMA today) is founded.
1i • � �r-

\

1951

t

UNIVAC is built by Remington Ra nd.

1967

Texas Instruments sells handheld calculator.

1979
19 8 1

1993
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Dan Bricklin creates VisiCalc spreadsheet program.
IBM intr oduces PC.

Internet ties millions of business computers together.

I

e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.

.<

i

r

Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/TEK

lb
DyB

r

a

, F

0

End -to -End Receivables Management '°'

Offices Nationwide

1- 800 - 216-4000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
Circle No. 30
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Record Growth Rate Three Times Faster Than #1!
According to industry watcher, The OLAP Report,

Adaytum leads market with four -year 84% annual

Adaytum Planning has leapfrogged into second position

growth. Why? Adaytum Planning is a top -down bottom -

in business planning, budgeting, and forecasting. Says
The OLAP Report's Nigel Pendse, "We estimate that

loin usl Follow the nearly 1,000 cutting edge companies

up business solution that's unmatched by the competition.

Adaytum Planning overtook Comshare BudgetPLUS a

who trust Adaytum Planning, the new #2 worldwide. Fax

few months ago to move into second position in the

or call us or e-mail sales @adaytum - msp.com, and we'll

budgeting market behind Hyperion Pillar, which has a

send you a complimentary copy of our latest white paper,

much larger market share, but a low growth rate."

Understanding Best Practice in Contemporary Budgeting.

20 51 K i l l e b r e w Dr i ve , S u i t e 4 0 0
Tel: 612 858 8585 Toll Free: 800 262 4445

i/

ADAYTUM
software
LEADER IN BUSINESS
PLANNING APPLICATIONS

M i n n e a p o l i s , MN 5 5 4 2 5 -1 8 2 0 USA
Fax: 612 858 8881 www.adaytum.com /spy

Circle No. 15

